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Lakewater 

LLL aT eR Wa Te] 

by Paul A. Stone me. This place was beginning to feel like tive employer. It should be the individual 

a prison! student’s choice whether or not to inter- 
As | worked on my lab, | heard the view with an employer. 

Wednesday, October 30, 1985: It demonstrators outside becoming quite A protest against the CIA’s operations 

was a rough day from the start. | was vocal: ”CIA out of Nicaragua!” was chant- in Central America is fine; let’s march to 

already fifteen minutes late to my 7:45 ed and exhibited on signs. About 1:30 an the Capitol. However, there is no basis 

class, and being stopped by three police- officer came by and informed us that a for a protest at the Engineering Placement 

men as | walked into the engineering bomb threat had been made for 2:00. At Office. Bomb threats are just plain stupid. 
building certainly didn’t make things any this point, | considered my alternatives: The rally was not only disruptive to the 

better. | knew why they were there, 1) continue to work on my lab (which CIA’s recruiting efforts, but to those of 
however: the CIA was recruiting in the maybemylast _ if! do); other companies as well. All of the 
Engineering Placement Office. After con- 2) go to the union and be sociable; interviews scheduled for that afternoon 

vincing them that | was one of US (ie, an 3) join in the demonstration. were cancelled due to the protest. This 

bonafide engineering student), they finally | decided to compromise by going to talk — denied some engineering students of the 

allowed me to go to class. to some of the demonstrators on my way _ opportunity to interview with companies 
As the day fought off the morning, the to the union. After doing so, | came to other than the CIA; in short, it may have 

situation grew more intense. Security some definite conclusions. cost them a job. In addition, the rally cost 
increased, and tension was in the air. | Although | respect the protests against every company here a great deal of both 
returned to do some lab work after lunch the CIA’s covert operations in Central time and money. 

and was again met by security guards. An America, the demonstrators are way off Let the CIA recruit on campus. They 
antagonist from the demonstration was base on the recruiting issue. | am of this have a right to do so, and any student has 
also at this entrance; he was lecturing the —_ opinion for two reasons: First, intelligence a right to talk with them. Next year, | 
security guards on the CIA’s involvement is a necessary and important part of any _ hope things are different. 
in Central America. It was undoubtedly sucessfully functioning government. As 
an interesting discussion, but | had alotof such, it must have educated, responsible Paul A. Stone, Editor 

work to do on the other side of that people working for it. Secondly, a student 
“placement-office county line”. Finally should have the opportunity to discuss 

my adviser walked by and vouched for potential employment with any prospec- Written response is welcome. 

Editor’s Notes 
SSL aa eH POS | 

| Since then, the environment has been —_ on my desk, | came across an outstanding 
Campus Media battered in the course of industrial and opportunity to do something a bit out of 

The campus media’s (ie, the Daily technological advancements. With in- the ordinary: Environmental conservation 
Cardinal’s) coverage of the CIA rally was creased and diversified industrial capaci- _jobs are available for every season in 1986 
completely biased. They incorrectly em- _ ty, the problems of pollution and industri- through the Student Conservation As- 
phasised the physical force used by police al waste became more and more intense. _ sociation, Inc. Volunteers are needed to 
to keep the demonstrators in hand, and Today, we are faced with many serious serve for 12 weeks in professional re- 
neglected the fact that the police were environmental concerns: acid rain, spent source management positions at over 75 

doing their job: maintaining order. The nuclear fuel, chemical wastes, daily national parks, national forests, and other 
demonstrators were the antagonists; the refuse, etc. ... . conservation areas. Locations include, for 

police were not. Bomb threats and verbal Recently, we have begun to recog- example: Denali National Park in Alaska, 
abuse do not lend themselves to kind nize that these problems do exist. Tech- Flathead National Forest in Montana, 

treatment in return. These points were nology is finally becoming a force in Bureau of Land Management near Moab, 
not evident in articles in the daily newspa- Correcting and eliminating them, rather Utah, and Everglades National Park in 

per on campus. than causing them. Florida. 

In this issue, the WE looks at our If you’re interested, send a postcard 
This Issue: . pa ope cloce oe me requesting the “1986 PFRA Program List” 

In the late 1880,s, England “— poised h orts oF technology in dealing wit! and an application to the Student Conser- 
on a precipice in time. Beginning at that them. ‘ 4s 
time, radical social and economic vation Association, PO Box 550C, 
changes were brought on through exten- . Charlestown, NH 03603, or call for the 

sive modernization of production facili- Opportunity same materials at (603) 826-5741. 
ties: The Industrial Revolution was born. While going through the tons of mail Why not GO FOR IT 2!? 
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Dean’s Corner 
(EES iE TE eR ST 

by John G. Bollinger on es hand that our school rand j a4 
. . second in the amount of outside researc’ 7 a Ss 4 

Dean, College of Engineering funds raised by the faculty in support of ql 
Many students have asked about the our research program. Madison ranked ] a. 

standard of education in our College of _ third in the number of Bachelor of Science Te | 
Engineering compared to other institu- degrees awarded per a faculty member a a 
tions. My personal opinion is that the — per year. It ranked second in the number a Fae ™ 
quality of the instructional program here of MS degrees granted per faculty per ws Lf, ee ; 
at the University of Wisconsin - Madison year. It ranked second in the number of Pi wa fo i 
ranks with the best engineering colleges in PhD degrees granted per faculty per year. ae = oo. \ ‘ 
this country. | believe | can illustrate why |__ This is amazing when one realizes thatthe =| | Quay | * 
think this is the case by pointing out a | Madison Campus faculty has been the =| / . 
number of qualitative and quantitative lowest paid in the Big Ten group for =| 4 y 
measures of the quality of education. sometime. We did lose a lot of faculty = AY i 

First and foremost in my mind is the between 1980 and 1984. For those facul- a f mM | 8 
quality of the faculty. In Engineering, itis tY who were lost to other institutions as | % see 
important to have faculty who are good chaired professors, department chairmen, ay, > 
teachers, faculty who are active in their and deans of other institutions, we can say j & 
profession, and, in a research institution | We must have a good faculty if they are so aang = 
like ours, faculty who are actively en- attractive to other schools. While this is oo a cite 2 
gaged in indepth research programs in evidence of our excellence, it also threat. | { aE 
their fields of endeavor. | think most of | €NS Our existence as a quality institution. . = gay gp 
you will agree that we do have some The salary catch-up which will begin in — a 
outstanding teachers on our faculty. | January of 1986 is going to help considera- Dean Bollinger speaks out about engineering at 
hear this from alumni as they reflect on bly to stave off the invasion of ourcampus — UW- Madison 

by other institutions. Another defensive instructional program is a cornerstone of 
<< measure that we have taken is to search our trying to provide learning opportuni- 

"The li f the instructi l out young PhD graduates and attract them ties for students on a large scale with 
quality o € Instructional to our faculty by offering competitive fewer people. We have not introduced 

program at UW - Madison ranks with salaries and attractive research opportuni- these new technologies in teaching indis- 

the best engineering colleges in this ties in our many programs. We will criminately. We have made a special 
try.” — Dean Bollinger continue to do this as long as we have the effort with each new media to evaluate its 

country. financial resources, and we have been _ effectiveness and assure that we are 
most successful in attracting some out- moving forward instead of backward. As 

LL—L—L——<—ms standing new faculty to ourcampus. students, | hope you will agree that these 
their years of study here at Wisconsin Some students have asked me if the efforts are positive contributions to your 
from the students who come to see me, quality of our program would improve if — education. 
from the faculty's participation in student OU" tuition were significantly higher. The A final measure that | would like to 

activities, and from the awards that they answer of course is ‘yes’. If we had a share with you is the feedback | get from 
are given by students, the College, the higher tuition, it would be possible to the recruiters of the many companies who 
University, and professional organiza- sustain a higher salary level, add new come to our campus and interview our 
tions. Student evaluations of the teaching faculty to our ranks, and reduce the — students. This is one of the most positive 
performance of our faculty are generally student/faculty ratio, which unfortunately _ indicators of the quality of our institution 
good, and when they are not, an effort is is one of the highest in the country among __ that | have found. You students have an 
often made to correct the reasons why Our peer institutions. We could restore excellent reputation among the recruiters. 
they are not. some of the personal project oriented They are excited about almost every 

One way to assess the performance of __ instruction, which plays an important role student they talk to, and nearly every 
an engineering college is to review the in an engineer's education. This is one recruiter makes some offers to our stu- 

statistics published in Engineering area where the lack of financial resources dents for employment. For those of you 
Education, the journal of the American and the lack of space in which to conduct __ who are graduating, | hope that you find 
Society for Engineering Education. The work have hurt our program. We have _ my perception of the opportunities availa- 
March 1985 edition reflects some impor- tried to substitute the historic personal ble to you to be true. 
tant facts. Among the Big Ten schools, the attention that faculty gave students with If you have some questions about the 
College of Engineering in Madison is fifth | new media for communicating ideas and College of Engineering which you would 
in size in terms of number of faculty and —_ problem solving. Computer aided instruc- _ like me to address in future issues of the 
the number of undergraduate and gradu- _ tion has played a major role in this effort. | WISCONSIN ENGINEER, please forward 
ate students enrolled. The report shows Our videotape material supporting our — them to the editor. 
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Garbage: Trash or Treasure? 
CEES FSS No RT ETE] 

. much energy from their food as do other A few full-scale digesters are already by ra Peschel, a domestic animals like sheep and cattle; in operation, but there is much room for 
‘ " deat : © thus, their manure contains much biode- improvement. With partial funding from 

material of incredible potential and practi gradable organic matter. If this organic the Wisconsin Division of State Energy 
cally unlimited quantity. Literally thou- matter can be decomposed in an ana- Professor William Boyle of the Cici sands of millions of tons are produced in erobic (oxygen-free) environment, ana- Engineering Department, his graduate 
this country every day; there isno way we erobic bacteria involved in decomposi- assistant Leonard Ripley, and Professor J. 
could use it up as fast as itis replaced. But tion will produce methane gas. Methane, _C. Converse of the Agricultural Engineer- 
this resource has gone largely unap- major constituent in natural gas, is ing Department have been researching 
preciated and unused. In fact, when — combustible and can be used as a source ways to improve the process. They have 
people consider it at all, they usually of heat and electricity. This can be very produced results that can be applied to consider it a nuisance. The city of Madi- important to the modern poultry farmer, full-scale digesters to make them more son alone spends more than half a million — for today’s poultry farms use large economical, more efficient, and easier to 
dollars a year just to haul it away and bury amounts of electricity. Power is needed run. 
it. . for lighting, hydraulic feeding systems, There are several steps in the produc- 
What is it? Garbage. and constant ventilation; in fact, electrical tion of methane from chicken manure. 

From coast to coast, in every area of — costs make up 2-5% of the farmer’s total © After the manure is scraped or flushed 
our nation, wastes of all kinds are being production costs. Many farms right here from the barn, it must be diluted with 
produced in almost incomprehensible in Wisconsin could make use of a me- _ water to allow it to flow into the digester. 
amounts. But our current methods of thane-producing system, for there are Ideally this is done in a mixing tank which 
disposal are wasteful in themselves, for gyer 80 farms in our state with 3000 or __ will allow settling and removal of grit 
waste can be used to produce something — more hens. (small bits of oyster shells or crushed 

re 

In America’s egg producing farm “ " 
industry approximately 280 million : 
hens produce over 70 million pounds ie ow 

of manure each day. .) 

that America badly needs: energy. , a 
Right here at the University of Wis- i . 

consin College of Engineering, research- . 
ers are exploring the possibilities of ex- ee s 
tracting energy from waste. Two very ae batt vee 
different types of waste are being studied, 4 ms | oe 
but both teams are trying to develop 4 ~~ | Ps 
methods where the largest possible | 4 4 a 
amount of energy can be produced at the _.. : f. | : '! f° 
lowest cost. % 4 | a. is ww % 
Energy Production Down on the Farm | _ 7 = -F 8 

A large portion of the total waste 3 (y ™ i) oe 
produced in our country consists of the GS cy ft _ wal a x ga a 
organic waste that domestic animals give a 4s a ; a _ Se teas 
off. In America’s egg-producing farm Lie _ _ za FF 
industry alone, there are approximately 3 rt a “a 3 
280 million laying hens which, in addition ._ fe _ B 
to eggs, produce more than 70 million _ Vo of | 9 
pounds of manure every day. Most of it is oe 2 2 2 
spread on the land surrounding the farms - 14 os : 4 < 
as fertilizer. However, poultry manure 4 ” 2 3 
can be put to much more productive use. a « —_— eo = Be 
Since chickens are not ruminant (cud- - ~ . : 
chewing) animals, they do not extract as These hens can be a dual source of income: from eggs and from manute. 
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limestone that are added to the birds’ high loading rates, the concentration of | per kW-hr). The 370 kW-hr per day 
food to aid digestion). The slurry is then acids is very close to the level that will electrical demand for the hen house 
put into the digester, which can be a cause system failure. Therefore, the oper- _ would be worth $8100/yr. The remaining 
vertical or horizontal cylinder or simply a ators must have a test they can use to 660 kW-hr generated would be worth 
horizontal trench. The digester should warn them that the concentration is $14,460 if used to avoid electricity pur- 
also be heated: the methane-producing _ getting too high. Practical testing of the chase or $7,230 if sold to a utility. 
bacteria work best at about 95 degrees digestion system in a real-life farm opera- As you can see from these figures, 
Fahrenheit. tion must meet three requirements: it | methane production from the anaerobic 

Once the diluted manure is in the must be simple to perform, it must use digestion of poultry manure can save 
digester, there are three factors which relatively inexpensive equipment, and it poultry farmers a significant amount of 
determine how much methane can be must be able to indicate a system upset Money. But what about the land that 

produced: the feed concentration, the early enough that the operators can take formerly received the manure as fertilizer? 

HRT, and the organic loading rate. The action to prevent total system failure. The This value is not lost either. The fluid that 
feed concentration is expressed as the research team developed a system in _ is discharged after digestion is still valua- 
weight percentage of volatile solids (the ble as fertilizer and can be disposed of 
part of the manure that remains after simply by spreading it on the farmer’s 
drying at 103 degree Celsius) in the fields. 
water-manure mixture. The HRT -- hy- Landfill Gas 
draulic retention time -- represents the ee Professor Robert K. Ham is also 
average amount of time the slurry spends working on a project that involves pro- 
in the digester. The organic loading rateis The 370 kW-hr per day electrical duction of methane gas, but from a totally 
the ratio of the other two variables: the demand for the hen house would be different source: municipal _ landfills. 
weight of volatile solids per liter per day (¢ worth $8100 per year. Household garbage, like animal waste, is 
VS/L-day). An important part of the produced at a phenomenal rate; accord- 
project was to determine the organic umes  i8 to World Wastes magazine, in 1984, 
loading rate that would produce the Americans threw away an estimated 170 
highest volume of methane at the lowest million tons of trash. Most of this material 
possible digester volume. 

When the volatile solids are dissolved 
in water, volatile acids are formed. These which a sample of the digester fluid is 
acids feed the anaerobic bacteria that titrated with acid, first to pH 5.75 then to 
produce the methane. It would seem — pH 4.30. The volume of acid needed to GO eee 
that, the higher the concentration of acids from 5.75 to 4.3 is then divided by the 
in the digester slurry, the more methane volume needed to reach 5.75. If this ratio Household garbage, like animal 
would be produced. However, too high a___is over .3, the digester is too acidic and waste, is produced at a phenomenal 
concentration is harmful to the bacteria steps should be taken to correct it. This rate. 
and will cause system failure. The ques- test is quick and easy, and the equipment 
‘tion Professor Boyle and his associates needed to perform itacentrifueaa—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_——_—_—_—_—_—= 
had to answer was: “How much is too pH meter) is simple and inexpensive. 
much?”. Previous research and data from Now that a good methane-producing 
the few full-scale digesters operating in system has been developed, how can it 
Wisconsin seemed to point to an organic save money for poultry farmers? If the 5 5 . 
loading rate of 1.6 to 2.0 grams of volatile methane yield from the digester is 230 |S hauled away to laridiills where itis Jett 
solids per liter per day (g VS/L-day), which _mls/g VSa, the gross energy yield for a t0 decompose. But by simply burying this 
led to a methane yield of 210-300 millilit- farm with 65,000 birds will be 6920  8@fbage and forgetting about it, we are 
ers per gram of solids added (mls/g VSa). kilowatt hours per day (kW-hr/day). A neglecting what could become an impor- 
But, using 3 custom-built five liter digest- maximum of 20% of the energy supplied ‘ant energy-producing fuel: landfill gas. 
ers, the experimenters were able toruna to a methane-burning engine/generator _ When garbage is buried in a landfill, it 
system on 3.0 to 4.5 grams VS/L-day while can be converted to electricity. Hence, _ S sealed in at the end of each day with a 

still getting around 230 mls/g VSa. the gross electrical generation would layer of clean earth. This creates an 
What does this mean to poultry come to about 1380 kW-hr/day. After  OXygen-free environment where anaerob- 

farmers? It means a direct saving of money subtracting about 350 kW-hr/day to mix __ ic bacteria thrive. They break down the 
in the process. Since more manure solids and pump the digester slurry, the net  8arbage, and one of the products of this 
can be added to each liter of water in the electrical production equals 1030 kW- anaerobic decomposition is landfill gas, 
digester, digesters can be built with hr/day. (The waste heat from the genera- | Which consists of approximately equal 
smaller volumes, perhaps one third toone _ tor would be sufficient to heat the digester | proportions of methane and carbon diox- 
half of previous volumes. This leads to in the summer; in the winter, some of the ide and traces of foul-smelling gases like 
savings in construction materials alone. 1030 remaining kW-hr would have to be hydrogen sulfide. Sometimes this landfill 
The decrease in volume also means less used to supplement the waste heat.) The aS escapes above ground and the foul 
energy is required to pump the slurry, and _ typical demand for electricity for a 65,000 smell becomes a nuisance. Sometimes it 
less energy is needed to heat the digester. bird house is about 370 kW-hr/day, so the © can become more than a nuisance; if 

One of the most important discov- farm is left with 660 kW-hr of excess enough gas collects in any one place, a 

eries the researchers made that helped electricity every day. What does this spark or a carelessly thrown match could 
them run the system at an increased mean in dollars and cents terms? The cause a serious explosion. 
organic loading rate was the quick and _ electricity generated from the methane But this potential hazard can be 
accurate test they developed to monitor can be used to replace electricity bought _ turned into a great asset: landfill gas can 
the system and indicate impending system from a utility (at 6 cents per kW-hr), or it be burned to produce energy. Professor 
failure. When the system is being run at _ can be sold back to the utility (at 3 cents | Ham estimates that 40 or 50 plants have 

(continued on 6) 
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already been built and are producing gas _ heat. Currently, a hotel and convention $3,000 a day. It is currently generating 
and energy or are in the final stages of center in Los Angeles is supplementing enough power to serve the electrical 
construction. Since 1976, Professor Ham purchased natural gas with landfill gas. needs of approximately 5,600 homes. 
has been working with the Getty Synthetic | Other good candidates are oil companies. _ Even this large plant is barely scratching 

Fuels company, which was formed to They can use methane-produced energy _ the surface of its potential. It is presently 
extract and utilize gas from landfills. The in their extraction and refining processes. using only 20% of the gas captured at the 
company currently has 11 plants in opera- A second possible method for use of site, but plans are underway to prepare 
odbc cee ome Nee i extracted landfill gas involves piping the plant to use 100% of the gas. 

builders of a landfill as lant how much el fe . feed Picco pant ie As we ‘continue’to' run: cut ofeheap 
i ‘ i ? puritied and compresseg; alter that sources of energy, production methods 

gas is the landfill generating? How much it can be sold directly to a utility, which Hrasth ib li 
decomposition has already occurred, and —_ will pay the same price for it as it will for °US as these wil! become more appealing 
how much potential for methane produc- natural gas. A processing plant such as this and more:economically-feasible: Besides 
tion still exists? These facts are extremely costs about $20 million to build, but with | S4Ving money, we will also be getting 
important. Before investing a huge 4 good methane source it is entirely More use out of our resources. As Ariel 

amount of money in a plant, the builders capable of paying for itself. Parkinson, who served for five years as a 
must know whether it will produce member of the California Waste Manage- 
enough to be woe the ce deal A third possibility is that an electrical ment Board, said, “In place of the one- 

There are three possible methods of — generating plant can be built right at the ‘ askin 
use for the landfill gas, but all use basically —_andfill site and the gas can be used right “?Y pattern of materials flow ~ extract, 
the same method for extracting the gas. there to run a turbine to drive electrical exploit and dump -- ‘we: must substitute 
The gas is withdrawn from the landfill by generators. This method is already being their recovery, reprocessing and reuse in 
the use of vertical wells and horizontal sed at several plants. The Puente Hills closed system.” The research of people 
trenches dug through the material of the — Jandfill near Los Angeles is a good exam- like the experimenters here at the Univer- 
landfill itself. Usually a blower in the ple. It produces more than enough _ sity is helping us travel in that direction. 

plant is used to create a partial vacuum in energy to sustain itself, then sells the  Lowly garbage and waste may become a 
these pipelines and bring the gas to the excess to a California utility for about valuable resource for our future. 
surface. Once there, it can be sent 
through normal pipelines and can be put ae ma is cay ay 
to several different uses. PRO fe age? Dae he Ei em oot 

The gas can be pumped directly to a '\)\| ER Bie Ce ei — 
nearby industry and used as a supplemen- \y \ PR aie i Ot ve i 
tary fuel in the industry’s boilers. Such y | Y i er ey ~ : 
use requires that the industry provide a ae 7 ae epee ep eu ey 
365-day-a-year market; gas production is V/s J a ot ee i | 
very consistent and must be burned every i | BE es ‘a 7 teh acs ce , 
day unless storage tanks are to be built ji | Re Racers er eee ee i tea MNOS 
also. The user should also have a back-up Ni aR Ree phy ev ee nae Ln 
energy system to use during times of m\\ al Se ees (Ee PIMEIEN SSIES Ty aig 
heavy need. There is no way to speed up rE aN Kee | seis dedie Ae + 
production of methane for use during | ee Sei lr aeagercarponenenennanein: At # 
peak periods. One good candidate for this h ¥ re | | il Pepe Mae |) ese Ne Ee if : ‘ : i te { BE) Whit ee RAE li if i _ 
kind of methane use is the hotel industry. iN wT Ue eae a Py 
Hotels are usually open 365 days a year — ae SS 
and have a high need for electricity and meine 7 oo = See 

8 . ee Te oe Sn eer oes 

h 257-3784 
A // C Ee Open Monday through Saturday 

Wy 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 

Nos tig p UNIVERSITY Summer 
~ ‘ ) V4 Monday through Saturday 

BOLO) GRO) SE oan - 5:00pm. 

SBS HILLDALE 

its SHOPPING CENTER 
: ’ . 9 & Who says Madison’ Favorite sh act 

© General Books @ Magazines 
2 Book Store @ Bargain Books 

chckenscratch 711 STATE STREET OPEN SATURDAY 830am.-530 pm. 
On the State Street Mall SUNDAY Noon til 5 p.m. 

graphic by Jeaneen Haley 
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e e 9 e 
e@ Oil Shale: America’s Ace in the 

Hole 
LL a 7 oN) 

by Matt Piette Shale deposits in the East are much _ Air holes are drilled at one edge of the 
. . . older than their counterparts in the West. _ retort and gas-out holes are drilled at the 

Ours is a society based on oil. From _n the late Devonian and early Mississippi- other. A fire is started at the leading edge 
the gasoline which runs our cars to the —_an periods, 330 to 360 million years ago, a__of the shale and proceeds horizontally to 
fibers in our clothes, we are alldependent _Jarge portion of the eastern United States the other. The combustion gasses pro- 
on oil. The OPEC oil embargo of the early ~~ was under the inland Chattanooga Sea. 
seventies showed us jus how dependent This stagnant body of vae vas ted QyO——¥—$—_—_—X—X—«X«w—“—a— 
we are. The majority of the oil reserves in several major rivers which flowed into it We 
the world, however, are not locked deep _ from the ee The black shales found in 330 fo 360 million years S80 a large 

under the Middle Eastern deserts, but in these areas were deposited by the kelps portion of the eastern United States 
our own Rocky Mountains in the form of — and algae which flourished under these was under the inland Chattanooga 
oil shale. conditions. Sea. 

The total reserve of oil locked in shale The United States Geological Survey 
in the U.S. is 28,000 billion barrels. It is estimates the known resources of tha O>——>—>—[—[—[_[_[—>—_—_——KKT—__ 
contained in rock which has 10 or more Devonian deposit at 400 billion barrels duced fi the fire dri t th il 

gallons of oil per ton of rock. The majority with an estimated 2600 billion additional Tack hen d re i nikon k y on, 
of this rock is located in two main depos- _ barrels thought to exist.(2) The recovera. Which then arains througn the rock, flows 

its: the Green River Formation in the _ ble oil in this shale is approximately 1000 along the bottom and is pumped out of 
West and the Devonian shales in the East. billion barrels, enough to fulfill the  ‘heretorter. 

requirements for the United States for 100 Several different methods of surface 
years at the current consumption level. retorting exist. One such process deve- 

Oil is recovered from the shale !oped by Tosco, called the Tosco Il 
-_ = through a retorting process. This can be Process, retorts the shale through direct 

done either on the surface or in situ. contact of the rock with ceramic balls. 
The hydrocarbons are removed as In an in situ process, holes are drilled The shale is first crushed to less than 
vapor while the spent shale and __ jnto the shale zone and are loaded with _ inch particles. These are then preheat- 

ceramic balls are removed from the — explosives and fired. The zone is frag- . and ig eg pps ms s 
mented, leaving the broken shale with along wi e hot ceramic balls. e 

bottom of the drum and separated. high serra ilies The void space re- drum is operated at 900 degrees Fahren- 

quired is created by either an uplift of the heit. The hydrocarbons are removed as 
—_-__ Rees — overburden or the removal of 35-40% of | vapor while the spent shale and ceramic 

the rock prior to detonation. balls are removed from the bottom of the 

This zone constitutes an in situ retort. | drum and separated. 

In the middle of the Eocene epoch, (continued on 8) 
about 60 million years ago, the Green : 

River Formation eas deposited by two Oil Pump 
great lakes, each covering approximately [| 
20 thousand square miles. These lakes 'Gas-Out . 

were formed by the Uinta Mountains Pipe g Air Inlet 
which ran parallel to the western third of 
the southern boundary of Wyoming. | — | 
These were originally fresh water lakes | 
but later turned saline. In fact, large YY 
deposits of halite, the mineral form of o rsd 
sodium chloride, are found in these areas. ¢ ® a, x. ~ ~ 

3 a x These lakes were perfect for blue-green o ° ¢ we ® wer 
algae and other aquatic life which eventu- 8 o “s ae ee 
ally formed the oil shale deposits. ° 4 ‘ we - . 7 And ¢- 

The Green River Formation covers 0 g. ® 
16,000 square miles and contains roughly ° le Ye ° 2 a: ee “ be 

wipe at : @ e ® 
4,000 billion barrels of oil in shale. This EE R_ass0|| °9 o. @ oy e 

shale contains 10 or more gallons of oil a ost oo 8 .° ®2e =f 
per ton of rock. Approximately 1,200 \4 ot Gie @ o? "oe 
billion barrels are contained in certain > en , — ~ ow }\S wo” ? 
zones which contain 20 or more gallons ~ . Z. 
per ton. Abut 600 billion barrels of oil are 
recoverable by current technology.(1) pL Flame Front 
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@ 9 e The Clean Air Act: Industry’s 
Housekeeper or Hangman? 

CE a a EO SAN ONE MUO DE ge TUTE J 

by Jerome Holbus pletely valid and worthy of consideration enhance the quality of air, promote public 
and respect. Industry’s role in society welfare, and improve the productive 

Over the past fifteen years or so, the | deserved much more consideration than Capacity of the country. These goals are 
balance of power between a healthy — it was given when the CAA was imple- carried out through stringent controls of 
environment and a working industry has mented in the 1960's and later revised in health based air on quality standards 
changed significantly. In the early 1960’s, _ the 1970's. Because of this lack of consid- | imposed by the Environmental Protection 
American industry boomed, economic _ eration, American industry suffered . Agency (EPA). 
growth peaked, and pollution, well, it sox In the twenty-two years under the 
became an issue. agency’s control, the Clean Air Act has 

But today, pollution is much less a The balance of power between a __ been heralded asa great success. 

problem then it was 20 years ago. This healthy environment and a working __ From 1970-1982, the amount of Sulfur 
literal clearing of the air has resulted from itidustry has’ch d significantl Dioxide and Carbon Monoxide in the 
the implementation of the Clean Air Act in y has changed signiticantly. atmosphere has been reduced by 44% 
1963 and its admendments that followed. SS and 30%, respectively. In addition, soot 

Still, all the dirt in our nation’s air has But before any bad-mouthing of the and ash from factories decreased by 16%. 
not left without some remaining residue. CAA is inflicted, some very positive In December 1980, the Council on 
The Clean Air Act (CAA) has undergone outcomes of the Act should be men- — Environmental Quality commented “The 
many complaints from industry as beinga _ tioned. nation’s air quality is continuing to 
road block on the highway of industrial When passed into law, the CAA made _ improve.” Many facts support this quote, 
progress. the Federal Government the primary _ including the following: 

These complaints from industry and _ researcher on the nature of air quality. Its 
business are, as proven by the detrimental goals, according to the February 1985 Combined data from 23 major urban 

economic outcomes of the CAA, com- issue ofCongressional Digest, were to areas show that the number so-called 

(continued on 9) 

i ! 

(continued from 7) will reduce the value of the recovered — which are essential for plant growth. It is 
products. The production of water is also saline, has a high pH, and contains 

In the Retort B process, retorting is therefore an indication of inefficient several toxic elements including nickel, 
accomplished through direct heating of _ retorting. Still, this is unavoidable and the _ selenium, beryllium, and chlorine. While 
the raw shale. The crushed rock is oil produced often contains as much as some of these elements are essential to 
preheated and added to the bottom of the 50% water by volume. Water of hydra- plant development in small quantities, 
retorter. The solid is pumped upward tion is the water which is chemically large concentrations are deadly to many 
through an expanding conical shell and is _ bonded to the shale and is released at the —_ species of vegetation. 
heated along the way by recycled gasses retorting temperatures. Feed shale mois- Despite this, advances have been 
which are fed to the top of the retorter. ture is water that is contained unbonded = ; 
The kerogen in the shale is decomposed within the shale and is released at its made in reclaiming this spent shale. 
and liberated as oil and flows downward __ boiling point. Nutrients can be supplied and leaching is 
through the vessel. This cools the oil, The water produced is high in many effective in removing salts and altering the 
effectively quenching any polimerization impurities including organics, solids, am- pH. Woody plants such as skunkweed 
reactions which make the liquid difficult monia, hydrogen sulfide, and heavy met- and juniper are effective in re-vegetating 
to refine. The operating temperature of als. Extreme care must be taken in order the shale. 
the Retort B process is between 950 and __ to prevent the discharge of this water into . . 
1000 degrees Fahrenheit. the environment. The most common Still, the complete environmental 

Any of these retort methods produce _ method of disposal is through evaporation effects of a large-scale oil shale operation 
large amounts of water which must be ponds. Although this is an effective are unknown. Although the benefits of 
disposed of. This water comes from three method to protect the environment, it the vast quantities of locked-in shale are 
primary sources: water of reaction, water would not be adequate if a full-scale oil tempting, until more is known regarding 
of hydration, and feed shale moisture. project was put into operation. he di lof th d h 

Water of reaction comes from the Another environmental concern isthe  M€ “!sposal of the water and spent s ale 
combustion of hydrogen and other fuels large quantity of spent shale which would produced, the development of the oil 
within the retort. In in situ processes, itis | be produced. This waste material is void shale industry in the United States must 
undesirable to burn these fuels since this of many nutrients, especially nitrogen, proceed with caution. 
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The aggregate number of “very posed on them) because they can not CAA, economic and employment growth 

unhealthful” and “hazardous” days in finance ”....the long term capital with have improved. Still, one must wonder if 

these same areas declined from 537 to which to modernize, expand, and pursue __ these short-sighted problems in the CAA 

358 during these years--a 35% reduction. technological innovation--all essential to were rectified too late. Is it possible that 

The total number of “hazardous” days __reindustrialization.” the economic recession of the early 

dropped from 33 to 15--a 55% decrease. This lack of reindustrialization in the  1980’s could have been less severe if 

U.S. over the past several years has — earlier revisions in the CAA were made? 

But along with the positive outcomes resulted in increased competition in  Arguements such as these, by proponents 

of improved air quality, the quickly ex- world trade. Since the 1970's, the Ameri- of industry, stand strong against the CAA. 

panding American industry of the 1960’s Still, there is no doubt that the Clean 

was forced to reduce its pace. The high Air Act fullfilled its goals in a time when 

environmental standards included in the pollution problem was a high priority 

amendments to the CAA have proved too concern. But more careful consideration 

costly for U.S. industry to handle. should have went in to the planning of the 

Seven years ago, the Council on af consean ihe ee man et 

i fi i ed such a severe industrial rec 

eraenavures ‘or neene toe nation’s Small businesses find themselves in a the early 1980's. a. 

clean air goals between 1978 and 1987 similiar bind since they are required ; Hopefully, _emerging issues such as 

will total $278,900,000,000. It is also to meet the same standards and fill Acid Rain, fossil fuel mining, and foreign 

estimated that industry will spend out the same forms as larger compa- fuel purchasing, will be given more in- 

$400,000,000,000 between 1970 and nies. tense forethought before any set plan is 
1987 on air pollution reduction. This implemented. Hopefully, these issues will 

huge expense will undoubtedly hit the be analyzied with their respective pros 

consumers in the forms of costs and ——S= and cons given equal weight. 
services. Moreover, a Business Roundta- 

ble report concluded that heavy indus- 
tries, such as auto and steel manufactur- 

ers, have to wait three or more years and —_can industry has been hit hard by foreign 
spend up to $300,000 in order to obtain competition in the auto, steel, and other 

permits necessary for the construction of a machine tool markets. REFERENCES 

single new plant. In addition, these strict air quality 

: gall ausinesses find themschei 8 controls have been restraining industry 1. “Improving the Balance Beteen Jobs 

similiar bind since they are required to from expansion. Restricted costs of ie” ‘ ‘ 

meet the same standards and fill out the these contrat, most SE ne chai afd Air” JeetyJ. Jeunes OSA: Poday 
same forms as larger companies. are choosing between three discouraging May 1283: 

The end result is companies have options. Companies are either purchasing 2. “Reindustrialization: Its Dark Side”, 

found it difficult to come up with the — outmoded existing plants, building out- John E. Schork, Design News December 
financial resources to keep their plants side the U.S., or scrapping the idea of 7 1981 

running competively. John E. Schork, expansion altogether. None of these i. . . 

Chairman of the Board and Chief Execu- options forcast a bright future for Ameri- 3. “Evolution of the Clean Air 
tive officer at Research-Cottrell Inc., says can industry or American industrial work- Act”, Congressional News February 1985. 
industries can not operate competitively ers. 4. "Murky Debate on Clean Air”, Frederic 

(with the environmental restrictions im- But thanks to the latest revisions inthe — Golden,Time March 1, 1982. 

Ce SS . 

a : ee gs) 
| . ay oe oo Bb 

eg oe )lLFrmt”t”:”*été“‘“C™OCOCOCOCSSCOC*S*sS”:s*s*”:”:*:*:~«is«@SC 
oo ae ee |... 
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Keeping our air clean: a delicate balance between environmental regulation and industrial expense. 
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New Life for Old Tires 
EEE Ea ee Ee eee eS Tee 

by Ann Conklin cooled by a cryogen, and others that do _ fewer than ten percent of used tires were 
Throw away a pop can these days and not. Plastic-coated copper cable, for recycled. _Now, however, rather than 

you can be almost sure that somebody example, is reprocessed using cryogenics. collecting in junkyards worn-out tires are 
will find it, flatten it, and turn it, along When frozen, the plastic insulation being incorporated into many new and 
with hundreds of other cans, into a few becomes brittle and is easily broken away, innovative _ products. Fifteen plants 
bucks. Pick out a greeting card and leaving the polymers in the plastic and the around the world economically separate 
hances are that it will say "100% recy- copper wire intact and completely reusa- used tires into three basic materials: 

ci d é the back Y the earl ble. The copper and steel in automobile metal, nylon rayon, and, of course, rub- 
TOTO ae 1 hive hecuce feeona > generators, alternators, and starter motors ber. Because tire manufacturers are con- 

aware of the environment and of the ae san be separated in a similar Manners In cerned about the quality and composition , | this case, the steel shatters and is magneti- _ of the rubber they buy, only about seven 
tolconserve, the world’s natura RESOUICeS: cally lifted away from the copper. Of all percent of this extracted rubber is used to Materials such as paper and aluminum are the cryogenically recyclable products, make new tires. 

relatively easy and economical to recycle however, none lends itself so well to the More commonly, recycled rubber is 
and, consequently, play a visible role in process as the automobile tire. used in our roads and airport runways. 
the conservation movement. Other Automobile and truck tires, which are Rubber mixed with asphalt can increase 
materials, however, are much more dif- being discarded at a rate of well over 200 the life of a road up to ten times. Studies at 
ficult to reuse, and people find letting illion per year in the United States, the University of Toronto indicate that the 
such waste collect in garbage dumps cannot be buried, burned, or biologically | rubber adds about one percent to the 
more profitable than funding research to decomposed. Consequently, in the past initial materials cost of a road. This addi- develop recycling technologies. 

However, due to the work of 

researchers at the University of Wisconsin 

- Madison, one such technology, cryogen- — 
ics, has made feasible the recycling of oo. 
many solid wastes that were previously a 
too difficult or too expensive to reprocess. : ry 

——————————— ca = 

Of all the cryogenically recyclable “a \ ™ ae iN 
products, however, none lends itself q _ ~ je 
so well to the process as the automo- : oe Ny > J i. yt ~ bile tire. ie : ” es) 

wa i TS! 

of hd ee. x te | 
Cryogenics is the study of low temper- Ys a liege tN ‘ 

atures and their effects on materials. : A _ oe _ rT 
Given the winters in Wisconsin, it isn’t ’ e 2 oS ~~ 
surprising that such research would take . foe OM ae — | 
place here. The temperatures associated & SS io a. 
with cryogenics are approximately -60 - “ A oT. a 
degrees Fahrenheit and colder, and are . eae a 
typically produced by cryogens such as r 7 Se | 
liquid nitrogen or carbon dioxide. Ap- . aS 
plications of cryogenics cover a wide . : . atte 
spectrum, from quick-freezing fast foods y : — —- fi, > 
to embrittling old paint so it can be easily 4 4 ~* £ 
removed during the Statue of Liberty L 0 ——\s 4 
restoration. The embrittling properties of i ‘ “ a 2g 
cryogens are what make cryogenics useful , \ | z 
in recycling. In order to be a good — . " wg 
candidate for cryogenic recycling, a 
product should consist of a combination 
of materials, some of which shatter when Cryogenics is turning old, useless tires into a valuable material resource. 
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tional cost is quickly repaid in improved company in Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas uses — conjunction with the chemical engineer- 

durability and lower maintenance costs. the recycled rubber to make flower pots. ing department, he hopes to perfect a 
Unfortunately, cities often overlook the The demand for these weather resistant, | method to unlink the polymers in the 
long-term benefits of rubber reinforced nearly unbreakable flower pots keeps the fibers so that they may be _ injection 
roads in favor of less expensive, short- production line moving at a rate of 70,000 —_ molded into new products. 

term solutions. Reprocessed rubber is also per day, seven days a week. A firm in Not only has Professor Braton’s re- 
placed in roads near railroad tracks. The | Minneapolis makes rubber seals for ore search helped to alleviate the problem of 
thick rubber sheets still allow the tracks to mills from old tires, while another in what to do with worn tires, but he has also 
be used, but they make driving over the | Colorado uses the rubber to make flexible | aided in the development of new 
tracks a more comfortable experience. lawnmower blades that cut like the metal products to improve our daily lives. 
Other applications for the recycled rubber ones, but won’t dent or bend when — Cryogenic recycling has come a long way. 
are abundant. Most sports fields made something other than grass gets in their © However, according to Professor Braton, 
today are fabricated from rubber that may way. The list goes on and on, and __ the technology is still in its infancy, and 

once have been the tires on someone’s _ researchers are still working on more we have many advancements to look 
car or truck. Locally, a company in ways to conserve resources through cryo- forward to as it grows toward its full 
Baraboo, Wisconsin uses recycled tires to genics. potential. 
make large rubber mats for cattle farms. Professor Norman Braton, the man 
The 72” x 30” mats help prevent arthritis responsible for many of the advances in _ Reference 
and other illnesses by giving cattle a cryogenic recycling, is now retired, but he 
warmer and more comfortable place to _ is continuing his research to improve the Braton, Norman R. “Cryogenic Recy- 
sleep. Also benefitting farmers are the recycling process. Professor Braton states cling and Processing”. Mechanical Engi- 

strong, long-lasting irrigation hoses made that each tire contains about twelve neering Department, University of Wis- 
from (you guessed it), old tires. Another pounds of nylon rayon fibers. Workingin — consin-Madison. 

eee eee errr ee 

Ab t W E THE FACTS: neering students at the University of 

ou The Wisconsin Engineer is a self- Wisconsin-Madison. Whether you are 
supporting, non-profit engineering looking for potential engineering stu- 

Ei ae) | Magazine published five times annually dents or selling products suited to 

wi the oModis of oe University of engineers’ needs, WE can provide the 
isconsin-Madison. The magazine is a ; ‘cat 

the WISCONSIN ENGINEER i |chaner member of the Engineering Toe difeet means of communication pe : 5 : with the engineering community at 
produced five times yearly by students College Magazines Associated, and is UW-Madison 

of the University of Wisconsin - Madison written and produced by UW College of The Wi Sk Engi , 
College of Engineering. 3000 copies of Engineering students. e Wisconsin Engineer consistant: 

8 Bins 8 pic OD: pineenine suc! 3 | ks among the best engineerin 
each issue are printed and distributed to The Wisconsin Engineer has been Y. Fans, among 8 8 
Wisconsin high schools, paid subscri- an important channel of communication college magazines in the country. Each 

bers, and other universities across the for the Wisconsin engineering com- year at the ECMA National convention, 
country. In addition, issues are dis- munity since 1896. The magazine pro- the Wisconsin Engineer is recognized 
tributed free of charge around the | vides students and faculty members with for its outstanding journalism, layout, 
College of Engineering and the campus up-to-date information pertaining to and photography. We are producing a 
in general. The WISCONSIN ENGI- | engineering developments at the univer- Quality publication that is worthy of your 
NEER is a self sufficient, non-profit sity and around the world. Our journal advertising, and we look forward to 
organization funded through the sales of focuses on science but, includes engi- doing business with you. 
local and national advertisements. neering views on political, social, and LOCAL ADVERTISING RATES: 

In addition to the one General economic issues and social life at the 
Engi : . : i : ! ‘ 1 page $220 
ngineering credit received by each staff University. Of particular importance is 2/3 pawe 

member, the WE offers experience in all the magazine’s emphasis on news about 1/2 ace 175 
aspects of magazine production: writ- research projects within the College of 13 he 140 
ing, editing, photography, graphic de- Engineering and the departments of 1/4 peer 100 
sign, advertisement, sales, business physics and math. 6 ee 85 
management,layout, typesetting,... (not The Wisconsin Engineer is available Pere aial card 2 
to mention a lot of fun!) Each staff | to all students and faculty members of 35 
member is encouraged to participate in the UW-Madison College of Engineer- SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 
his\her areas of interest to the best of | ing. The magazine is sent to fifty univer- 1 year $10.00 
their ability. / : sities across the country and around the 2 years $18.00 

If you are interested in developing world, to all Wisconsin high schools, 
and using Oe dence ais. and to many UW alumni and other FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
Management skills and creativity, then | subscribers. Wisconsin Engineer Advertising 
join US at been Stop by ie office in Your advertisement in the Wiscon- Mechanical Engineering Building 
Room 101 of the 7-21 bldg. (next to | i, Engineer is the best investment you 1513 University Avenue 
General Engineering bldg. on the corner ke if : di ‘i 
of Breeze and University) for more 68% Make if you are interested in Madison, WI 53706 
information. You'll be glad you did! contacting the _more_than_4000_engi- Phone: (608) 262-3494 
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@ e@ 
e@ Nuclear Electricity: Today and 

Tomorrow 
(RES SS Do RS OCT SN] 

by Paula Grgurich the challenges American elecri- city indus- _ Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, an indus- 
Take hold of the nerve of creation, tY leaders are to face. This incident ~ try think tank devoted to research. It is 

nuclear energy, and translate it into elec- grossly overstated by the media, politi- located in Palo Alto, California. One 
tricity. We hoped that would become the cians and nuclear opponents -- had a major issue that requires the time and 
gift of the atom -- an eternal, inexpensive profoundly negative impact on the public attention of the U.S. nuclear industry is 
power source to revitalize the world. That Perception of nuclear energy. Convinced spent fuel and nuclear waste disposal. 
was the dream. The reality (some years that the future of nuclear power depend- Nuclear power plants are now storing 
later) has turned out to be different. In the 4 0 a joint industry poe to achieve a on site the radioactive fuel that will even- 
United States, as well as many other Meh sapere ks heen abel eg tually be removed for chemical recycling 
countries, nuclear energy is already sup- omen Seth a cowerful coe gence or permanent disposal. The industry has 
plying a significant share of the electricity ion athe ‘Rerorican economic system worked hard for the passage of the 
consumed. In 1984, nuclear plants pro- INPO(Institute of Nuclear Power Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 which 
duced approximately 14 percent of our Regulators) was formed. Based in Atlanta established Federal responsibilty for stor- 
electricity. More kilowatt-hours was pro- INPO is made up of 300 engineers, age of high-level waste in deep geograph- 

duced with nuclear generation than with — ccientists and specialists. Their jobs ical formations that have been stable for 
oil. International confidence is perhaps ’ . millions of years. The disposal is being 
even stronger than here in the US. Over financed by fees collected from the utili- 
60 percent of France’s electricity is nu- ’ ties. 
clear-generated. Bulgaria, Finland, Swed- a : 7 Another eeue 8 to maintain an excel 

en, Switzerland, and Belgium already a a ee lent safety record to help convince a 
generate more than a fourth of their ©" 70 Again a ‘ AH doubting, concerned public to accept the 
electricity from nuclear power plants. + sing pL apn | | fact that the industry is able to operate 
Japan 8 Moving forward from an especial- en A iG Sie = nuclear plants safely. In this regard, the 
ly ambitious nuclear program -- with 25 Satay. a oe ral te 
reactors already operating, they plan to tee eee ET A : 
double their nuclear capacity by 1990. An | «cera Mb ON eevee 
interesting note is that in many cases the i oe le || XY 

nuclear plants in other countries are being A Pe ae # fark Sh There is no turning back on this vital 
built by U.S. firms using American tech- gM oo, kaa RMI © component of the U.S. energy econo- nology. Based on this backround infor- | em Yea 
mation, one can see that nuclear energy Ai Ll eo = my. 
has a solid history that demonstrates the LY ae To ee 
technology is rei rage So "where's > ye Ww a ae _ismnpenaepsaeacine 
the beef?” eS tit 

‘ ous | _sOB industry has a good record. No employee 
2 or member of the public has ever been 

( | ____’gseriously injured by a nuclear accident at 
be : i . z a commercial plant. American plants are 

Japan is moving forward with an |. a. . w regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory 
especially ambitious nuclear pro- © = Commision (NRC) whose strict safety 
gram — with 25 reactors already / standards make nuclear energy probably 
operating, they plan to double their This small scale nuclear reactor, located in the the most carefully scrutinized industry in 

nuclear capacity by 1990 Mechanical Engineering Building, is used for the world. But with INPO, the industry 

. research and teaching. oa gone far beyond meeting NRC stand- 
ards. 

—<—<——————= include analyzing safety procedures and While nuclear power is under inten- 
insuring that the operators of nuclear sive scrutiny there is simply no turning 

The nuclear industry in the U.S. is _ Plants have the best possible training and _ back on this vital component of the U.S. 
going through a troubled time. The supervision. Through its communication energy economy. We need a balanced 
industry is confronted with the high cost network, INPO also enables nuclear fuel mix which includes nuclear. The 
of building new plants, spent fuel prob- utilities to benefit from each other's ex- performance of plants is both good and 
lems, regulatory uncertainty, a well organ- __ perience. Its muscle comes from the fact improving. Convincing the public of this 
ized and loud opposition and an anxious _ that each member is committed to volun- fact will restore much of the enthusiasm 
public -- all of which add to nuclear _ tarily open its operation to careful scrutiny our nation once had for the “Atoms of 
energy’s problems. Three mile Island is by INPO’s experts. In addition to INPO, Peace”concept under the Eisenhower 
perhaps a good case in point in discussing the industry has also organized The administration. 
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eS 
Since 1949, more than 5,000 men and women have You'll also have the opportunity to gain valuable 
earned advanced degrees in engineering and science on-the-job experience at Hughes facilities in Southern 
with the help of Hughes fellowships. The Hughes com- California and Arizona while you're completing your degree. 
mitment to furthering your education and your career. Hughes Fellows work full-time during the summer. 

More than 100 new fellowships will be available in During the academic year, Work Study Fellows work 
the coming year for graduate study in: part-time while studying at a nearby university; Full 

‘ ‘ . . Study Fellows attend classes full-time. 

ee erate iemokeal Since Hughes is involved with more than 92 
Computer Science , technologies, a wide range of technical assignments is 
A led Math available. An Engineering Rotation Program is also 
ppl available for those interested in diversifying their work 

Physics experience. 
As a Hughes Fellow, you could be studying for your p . 

Master’s, Engineer, or PhD degree while receiving: Fe 
Tuition, Books, and foen Hughes Aireaft Company 
Educational stipend jorporate Fellowship Office 
Full employee benefits Dept. MEC, Bldg. C2/B168 
Relocation expenses P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245 

Professional-level salary 
Summer employment Minimum G.P.A.—3.0/4.0 
Technical experience Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required 
Total Value: $25,000 to $50,000 a year. Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate Fellowship Office, Dept. MEC 
Bldg. C2/B168, P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245. | UG | | 
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Biotechnology: Present 
icati dF Hori Applications and Future Horizons 
(EE | 

by Thomas Nikolai tions raised many new questions while information it encodes. The knowledge of 
leaving fundamental ones still unan- | how DNA can be manipulated and inte- The discipline of biology today is swered: What is the molecular basis for grated into organisms provided the dramatically different from the science the enormous biological complexity and theoretical base on which the biotech- that existed only 10 years ago. With the variety that exists in nature? How are such —_ nology industry stands. The following 

advent of powerful new experimental — sustems controlled, and ultimately how examples of current biotechnological techniques, an explosion of new informa- does a parent organism pass this informa- __ fields all depend on these principles in tion has become available which could tion and control to its progeny (offspring)? one way or another. open a host of new experimental possibili- The answer to these questions was of 
ties. More importantly, many of these course provided in 1953 when James Gene splicing: new techniques are being applied on a Watson and Fransis Crick perceived the 
larger scale; these beginning applications double-helical structure of DNA (deox- The technique of recombining DNA have resulted in the upstart of a biotech- yribonucleic acid). This two-stranded (gene splicing) is by far the most well nology industry. Biotechnology is simply molecule was shown to have the capacity known topic in the biotechnology indus- applied biology: the use of existing biolog- to carry enormous amounts of informa- try. Although the technique is simple in ical principles to accomplish specific tion in the form of “genes”. A gene may concept it often presents quite complex Purposes or to produce specific products. be thought of as a specific location on a problems in practice. The major objective 

__ Biology had traditionally been a dis- length of DNA, analogous to an address of these techniques is to insert a foreign criptive science; experimenters classified on a street. Each “address’contains a gene that codes for a desired product into and grouped the varieties of living organ- code that a cell can read and translate into 
isms by observation of their gross outward a sequence for a specific protein. One 
appearance or microscopic similarities. length of DNA may contain hundreds ¢ 
As higher-powered microscopic tech- even thousands of genes, which corre- One method of creating new plants niques were developed, the biologist was sponds to the same amount of individual to bri together chromosomes able to observe with increasing detail the proteins! For this reason DNA has been 'S 0 Dring toge’ i. Ae intricate workings of cells and subcellular termed the “biological blueprint” of life. from two different plant species. organelles. These visualization tech- The enormous advance of molecular 
niques culminated in the development of _ biology since Watson and Crick's discov 
the electron microscope; almost every ery has been aimed largely at understand- 
structure in a cell could be resolved with ing how DNA interacts with other compo- another organism such that the foreign great precision. However, these observa- nents of the cell to express the wealth of gene will be expressed at a much higher 

; _ rate than any of the organisms native 
Lo |. { — =e | genes. The most widely used organism 

ti __ ‘ e _yg——- _ for such purposes is the bacteria E. coli. not a ro : | L = | Sy This is because there is an enormous body 
I a a eee — poe of information and know-how that has . CP ee 1 a = been accumulated for it, and it has been — 00h wi " | found to make almost any protein studied 

E — eri: LL Cstthuss far. The biological products pro- ow fC Vag Pe oy 7 — | duced for commercial sale are usually é 4 a . a proteins that previously could only be > | . : yt or _—_—_ ————t==e=eepees obtained in small amounts (which makes 

| | ieee’ a _ | ss An excellent example of the applica- —— _ , a i — | ~~ tion of recombinant DNA techniques to Ci ae .hmUmC  ti‘isOOOUOUOUC*Ow . A | . - hd] 7 synthesize a scarce, highly valuable 
+ | | i oo —— protein is found in the commercial pro- i aes - Te | y duction of insulin. Insulin is a protein that _ EN. 2% the body requires to metabolize sugar in 

i a. $ Ca pre = the bloodstream. Diabetics, whose 
| ie | mer: : 23 _ bodies cannot synthesis insulin, require 

EE sui —_ 2 ag Mei. *> injections of insulin after meals; without it 
ee ot reese “¢ their blood sugar level goes up until they 

——— & go into shock (prolonged periods without 
* treatment can result in blindness or even 

death). The insulin required for treatment This fermenter is part of the biotechnology research at UW - Madison was originally obtained from the pancreat- 
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ic tissue of pigs, which have insulin very __ that do exist have their problems. One of One method of creating new plants is 
similar to that of humans. Many kilograms these problems is that they are not that to bring together chromosomes from two 
of pancreas organs were needed to obtain specific; i.e. the rate of side reactions different plant species. This was first done 
a few milligrams of porcine insulin, and increases as well as the reaction of inter- in the 1960’s with wheat and rye. The 
the purification of the protein from this est. Enzymes, in contrast, are generally tolerance of such strains to poor soils and 
tissue was very expensive. Also, since very specific; they can promote virtually adverse weather conditions are superior 
porcine insulin is similar but not identical no side reactions. The implications of torwheat: E ‘ #8 with bi 
to human insulin, some patients receiving being able to construct an enzyme to OWES, EXDENMIENS wit crosses be- 

this treatment suffer from immune system assist an industrial reaction are thus tween other species will continue and 
reaction to the foriegn protein, and must — enormous. may yield improved strains. 
discontinue its use. Although recombinant DNA tech- 

In September of 1982, human insulin Agricultural research niques are routinely used to improve or 
was released for sale. This commercial modify the genomes of microorganisms, 
production was made possible by using For nearly four decades plant breed- this is not the case with plants. The state 

the recombinant DNA techniques de- ers have worked diligently to be able to _ of knowledge of plants lags behind that of 
scribed earlier. By inserting the gene for obtain varieties in which such characteris- animals and some microorganisms. Pro- 
human insulin into E. coli and inducing tics as yield, pest resistance, and nutritive gress is being made in the these areas, 
the bacteria to overproduce the protein, it qualities are greatly enhanced. Their however, and impressive objectives are 
is now possible to purify kilogram kinds of techniques will continue to be bet ‘enti d i i 
amounts of insulin at a fraction of the important, but will be supplemented by eing_ mentioned, such as improving a 
previous cost. More importantly, the . plant's nitrogen-fixing ability, photosyn- 
product is human insulin (not porcine or new biotechnological ones now under _ thesis ability, or resistance to pests and 

bovine) which eliminates patient immune development. pathogens. 
reactions. Recombinant insulin can also 
be obtained with far less impurities pre- 
sent. Since 1983, other proteins have 

The Elvehjem Museum Shop presents 
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Protein engineering : Tie \ : / 

Given a set of instructions furnished le | ba : f 
by a gene, organisms can synthesize / i Sa i A ‘ \ lj ee = 
proteins corresponding to this gene. The ¢ Lifts ‘ —_  —™ ane 
gene can be isolated from another life : LENE ee |) | 4 ‘ 
form, or it may be artifically synthesized. : bX\e i 
The technology is now emerging where a ; S et RON aes : 
protein may be “engineered” to produce ; Pe Sp ANS ee “ 
biologicals that are superior to natural Oa eee Re sae NS) oY To, Pr y 
ones, or to design enzymes for use as Sra api AN een NS aS Soo 
catalysts in the production of high-value ie SS ee UP, PE oa 
specialty chemicals. Such enzymes may OO ~ ° : 
even find use in the large-scale produc- 
a of more common industrial chemi- the most interesting ornaments, cards and holiday gifts in Madison 
cals. 

An enzyme is a protein that serves as 

a catalyst for a biologi ion; i ‘ a 
accelerate the eee ee Elvehjem Museum of Art 263-2240 * open daily 

thousandfold without actually bei - 
sumed itself. The number of good indus. 800 University Avenue Mastercard* Visa* checks 

trial catalysts is still quite small, and many 
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Reagan’s Environmental Record 
[ae a ee ee ee RE ATT] 

by Todd W. Wallinger Then, America sank into its worst __ During his first term, Reagan ve 
President Reagan has brought about _"ecession since World War Il. The Ameri- fairly aS vl ae 1S goals. 

hange than any American leader in C2" people wanted a fundamental change Environmental offices in the Departments 
more Change Y ek in thei St in 1980, Ronald of Energy and Transportation were decades. Environmental policy is one  !" thelr government, so in psona liminated whil : tal bodies 
area that is no exception. In fact, since | Reagan was elected president by a land- eliminated while environmental bo ne slide. This victory was considered a _ that directly advised the President, such as Reagan took office in 1980, the federal ¥ Was. 2 “ : 5 mandate for a reduction in the size and _ the Council on Natural Resources and the role in environmental protection has seen . 2 . scope of our national government. The — Environment, were strengthened. Reagan 
not one: but two, Major changes. in belief was that people were willing to give found two very loyally conservative ap- 
philosophy and direction. . up some protection of the environment in _ pointees in James Watt as Secretary of the 

Federal involvement in the environ- order to achieve a healthier and more _ Interior and Anne Gorsuch as Director of 
ment began in the late 1960's. Before secure economy. This is best stated inthe | the EPA. Spending throughout the gov- 
this, state governments had been respon- 1980 Republican Party platform. ”A ernment on environmental concerns de- sible for protection of natural resources. healthy environment is essential to the clined from 24% of the budget in 1980 to 
However, as water and air pollution rose present and future well-being of our 12% in 1984. 
to alarming levels, Congress realized that people. ( However, ) it is imperative that EPA personnel was cut by 20% in the 
the state programs were largely ineffec- environmental laws and regulations be first two years of his term. Few new tive. In addition, some states felt a strong reviewed, and where necessary, reformed regulations were issued. Many existing 
economy was more important than a to insure that the benefits achieved justify regulations were revised or reinterpreted 
protected environment, and thus imple- the cost imposed... Environmental protec- to lessen their impact on industry. mented weak environmental programs to tion must not become a cover for a However, Congress enacted none of the 

attract industry away from states with ‘no-growth’ policy and a shrinking administration proposals for amending 
heavier environmental protection. In economy.” major environmental laws and stopped 
response to increasing public demand for For the first time, a President was several administration initiatives, such as 
Sead aE preteen oe = §— the plan to allow mineral and petroleum 
created the Environmenta rotection 5 te ion in wi reas. Agency in 1970. Its purpose was to During his first term, Reagan was exploration in wilderness areas. 

implement an effective, uniform environ- fairly successful in achieving his i 
mental policy across the United States. environmental goals. 

Throughout the 1970's, the develop- . . 
ment of a national environmental policy i . wh: . With the economic recovery, Rea- 
was brought about through congressional taking the lead in establishing environ- gan came under increasing attack for 
legislation, not presidential leadership. ental policy. Reagan’s approach had a weakening the federal role in envi- 
Major legislation which served to guide _S!X-fold strategy. . . ronmental protection. 
the EPA included the Clean Air and Clean _1) Reagan wanted to shift the responsi- 
Water Acts. In addition to investigating bility of environmental protection to state 
violations of these and other environmen- 29d. local governments. Then, action 
tal laws, the EPA was given the power to Could be taken more quickly and efficient- Contrary to popular belief, though, 
create and enforce its own regulations. ly since decisions would be made as close Reagan’s efforts did not consist entirely of 

Because of increased public aware- _ to the source of the problem as possible. lessening the influence of environmental 
ness of environmental issues, the 1970's 2) Remaining federal responsibility agencies. His major accomplishment in 
saw significant improvement in the clean- _ would be centralized in the White House strengthening the federal role in environ- 
liness of our nation’s water, land, and air. to make policymaking more accountable mental protection was to set up the 
However, in the late 1970's, theeconomy __ to the people. Superfund, used to finance the clean-up 
slowed, and with increased competition 3) People appointed to key posts would of hazardous waste sites. Also, the EPA 
from overseas, the United States no longer be drawn from the private sector, and began to hire special agents to act as 
seemed the industrial power it once was. _ ideologically committed to bringing about criminal investigators in order to better 
Many people blamed this partly on the _ the ‘conservative revolution’. enforce environmental regulations. 
vast and often inconsistent body of envi- 4) Regulatory reform would be pushed In 1983, as the economy recovered 
ronmental laws and regulations which _ to ensure that regulations were not exces- from the recession and people became 
had mushroomed since the EPA was _ sively harmful to industry. more concerned about the environment 
created. Also, the federal regulatory 5) As much reliance as possible would again, the Reagan Administration came 
system itself came under heavy criticism be placed on having the free market under increasing attack for weakening 
because the majority of the people creat- allocate resources. federal environmental protection capabil- 
ing and enforcing the regulations were 6) Cuts would be made in the EPA’s __ ities. Congress stepped up its opposition 
viewed as being either insensitive to or budget to reduce its size and power and _ to Reagan’s policies. Finally, the crisis 
ignorant of the needs of industry. help balance the federal budget. point hit when House investigations into 
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alleged EPA illegalities forced the entire philosophy, President Reagan continues continue to strengthen the the EPA's 

leadership of the agency to resign. to emphasize the role of free enterprise in protection of our nation’s precious re- 

In response, Reagan forged a new environmental protection. The federal sources. 
federal commitment to the environment. government has begun working with In his State of the Union address in 
His first act was to name William D. non-profit groups such as Ducks Unlimit- 1984, Reagan summarized his views on 
Ruckelshaus to replace Gorsuch. Reagan ed by funding their efforts to protect the environment. “Preservation of our 
thought that Ruckelshaus, the original wildlife areas. The Prudential Insurance environment is not a liberal or conserva- 

director of the EPA and an outspoken Company donated 100,000 acres of wet- _ tive challenge - it’s common sense... Now 
supporter of a strong federal environmen- lands and forest areas, worth $50 million, we must come to agreement on how to do 

tal role, was the perfect man for the job. to the National Wildlife Refuge System, it. And in coming together on that, we 

The EPA had been had been bitterly and the administration continues to solicit — must keep in mind the word “balance”, a 
criticized for “looking the other way” balance between the desire to conserve 
when companies violated the CVO) ——_—_—_—_—_——_—_—————— and protect and the desire to grow and 
mental laws passed by Congress. To develop, a balance between the concern 
reestablish credibility, Reagan and Ruck- Protection of our environment is for the good earth and concern for the 

elshaus agreed that stricter enforcement pot a liberal or conservative chal- honest impulse to wrest from the earth the 
was the most important priority of the  Jenge - it’s common sense. — Presi- resources that benefit mankind, a balance 
new EPA. In Ruckelshaus’ words: “We dent Reagan between the overall demands of society 
have got to show people that we mean and the individual demands of the free 
business, that the regulations and the laws citizen. 

that a passed Qe ad are a OT “If we rid our minds of cant, of empty 
Ee pu then, eole wl donations from industry. The use of _ rhetoric, of mere politics, we'll strike that 

have in this Agency, my dreams can be 20,000 volunteers at our national parks balance naturally and together. 
carried out.” saves $7 million a year. These projects 

From 1982 to 1984, the number of and many others help to eliminate the REFERENCES 
cases referred to the Justice Department confrontational attitude that often arises 

for prosecution increased from 20 to 31, between business and government. EPA Journal, 1983-1985 
and the number of defendants convicted At the beginning of his second term, 
jumped from 11 to 26. The number of Reagan appointed Lee M. Thomas to be Political Science Quarterly, Kraft and Vig, 

special agents was expanded and they the new director of the EPA. Thomas “Environmental Policy in the Reagan 
were made U.S. Marshals. This gives them intends to follow Ruckelshaus’ lead and _ Presidency”, Fall 1984 

the authority to carry guns on the job and 
make arrests. 

Three other goals were outlined by LPS 
President Reagan upon the change in Re Le 
leadership. These were: continue shifting Ra DZ Wi 
protection of natural resources to the ay b La fa 
states, increase the size of the Superfund, ee ee TAM ee 
and dramatically increase funding of acid Foy tet : 
rain research. To allay suspicions of the : : ; : : j 
agency’s operations, Ruckelshaus began & : 
running the EPA as a much more open ey — 
and publicly accessible organization. : - -- _ en = _—— 

Despite Reagan's efforts to cut gov- a ee ee oe 
ernment spending in other areas, he : ieee rd Se Pie 
proposed some of the largest budget scene —_ Te ea 
percentage budget increases of any a ie = ee ramen a 
agency for the EPA over the last few years. gale ee ge 
For the 1986 fiscal year, the EPA budget is Pg - ee. ni, ila aie uel rel 
$47 billion, whieh includes a 25% ing -— oe Nae ekg Fo a 
crease in the Superfund and a 12% i Pee mg eae os pat 
increase in research and development. B= "© ge agate Fo Peer Snel oe 
This is balanced by cuts in administration ee nn ee 
costs. Adjusting for inflation, the EPA (MMMM 
budget today is approximately at the same vs we ey — | wes : 
level as when Reagan took office in 1981. ager SF ee ee Se a 8 

The EPA has also begun to take ona je gM se : g 
global role because of Ruckelshaus. oe ee ey : A 
Major projects with other countries in- = pom, i ae = s 
clude research activities, sharing of man- aes oe ne ae a rT as ; = 
ec snide, and ois to set i Mos — ce < i : Sard Po 
uniform standards on pollution control. _ ee ¥ a2 
The thinking is that it pales no sense to ee re, 
clean up our air and water unless the rest 

of the world joins us. 
And yet, in line with his conservative — Environmental policy: Who's responsible for maintaining our environment? 
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e Acid Rain: The End of our 

e 

Environment? 
[SE Ee] 

by Fred Byars 
The time: two decades into the future. 

The place: northeastern and uppermidw- 
estern Uninted States. The problem: a 
dead environment. Lakes once teeming 
with gamefish now lay still. Cold, barren, 
leafless trees serve as the only tombstones 
to a once rich and vibrant forest. No 
plants or animals exist for hundreds of 
miles. A bleak picture, perhaps, but many 
scientists are predicting the destruction 
toll of acid rain to reach these extremes if 
drastic steps aren’t taken to curb this 
environmental menace. 

Acid rain is just that: acid precipita- 
tion. It is formed when molecules of sulfur 
dioxide (SO2) floating in the atmosphere 
bond first with a single atom of oxygen 
(O), and then with a molecule of water 
(H2O) to form sulfuric acid (H2SO4). 
These sulfuric acid particles move through 
the hydrologic cycle and gather with 
other similar particles until they become 
heavy enough to tumble earthward as 
acid precipitation. fs 

ES 

Rain in the northeast has an average 
Ph of 4.5. When Ph levels in lakes 
reach 4 they become void of aquatic 
life. 

The earth’s atmosphere in _ its 
“normal” state contains predominatly 
only two gases, oxygen and nitrogen, with From ice core samples dating back — spieces of gamefish, such as the large and 
trace quantities of such elements as 100 years, scientists know that the Ph of — smallmouthed bass. Trout might survive 
hydrogen and argon. So where do the _ the water then was approximatelty 6.5 (7. until a Ph of 5.5, and the “rough” fish 
sulfur dioxide particles come from? The is neutral, and lower numbers more — suchas bullhead and white suckers might 
presence of sulfur dioxide in our atmos- acidic). Today, “normal” rain is classified survive until a Ph of 5, even though at this 
phere is due mainly to the waste emmi- as having a Ph of 5.6. Most of the rain that point reproduction would be impossible. 
sions released when coal is burned to falls on the northeastern U.S.,however, By a Ph of 4.5 the lake would be void of all 
produce electricity. Power plants in the has a Ph that averages 4.5. As this rain falls _ life. 
United States emit nearly 30 million tons into our nation’s lakes and streams, the Ph In Ontario 48,000 lakes are already 
of sulfur dioxide annually. Ohio leads in begins to drop, and several stages of sensitive to acidification and by the year 
emmision outputs with an average of 64 — destruction occur. When the Ph reaches 2000 up to half of these lakes could 
tons of sulfur dioxide for every square 6, the reproductive systems of the fish are become uninhabitable for all aquatic life. 
mile of the state each year. West Virginia _ disturbed enough to make their eggs farto In Nova Scotia nine major rivers have 
follows closely with 43.3 tons per square __ sensitve to ever reach the hatching stage. been destroyed, and eleven others are in 
mile, and Pennsylvannia has 33.1 tons per ~~ While some of the sturdier strains of fish acute danger. In the Adirondack waters of 
square mile. The impact of these emmi- may survive, a Ph of 6 will mean comlete the northeast 24% of all the lakes are 
sions is devastaing. extermination of some of the more fragile | approaching the critical point and another 
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5 equipped with “scrubbers”: a lime spray 
b. that is injected into plant emmisions. The 
_ . spray neutralizes up to 90% of all sulfur 
a oe dioxide leaving the plant. 

2 —rt—“‘i—OOe Boo New ways to deal with the problem 
i. ,rr™—™—™”~—~—(——r™—— ere-srsr—“ esc a once it has already occured are also 

|...) =. begining to surface. Lakes already dead 
| . i = 7. due to high acidification are now being 

_ _— i i8@#+#&#iii##+=#i@#i@éi@é@é@é@@#i=—=@@==— and bring the Ph level back to normal. 
_ - ——r,rrrr—“_OONCOrCOCtisSs;s:=:s«<‘(‘(<;‘i‘i‘CRC*éséCééS Once the Ph has been normalized, rebirth 

| |. =—hm—m—_bes - .. of the lake can begin with restocking and 
DZ .. © ©«=3©737«ti‘i revegitating. In the near future, alternative 

 _—=—EOLOLCLmDWD =... | 3 energy resources such as solar, wind, 
: : ti ititi‘< ésWT.”C~C”C™C™™™™CCC CS hydroelectric, and geothermal will be 

ad eee eo = implemented to help relieve the load on 
4 oc me & our coal burning plants. As research 

© increases, our environment can find com- 
: pos ee ae : _s fort in knowing that help is just around the 

so agile We © bend. 
; on 2 While enjoying the next sunset, take 

: Stas time to observe the beauty of the trees, 

Industrial emissions from coal-burning power plants are a major source of acid rain constituents the grass, the wildlife, and all of the nature 
around you. Now picture the dust bowl 

21% are nearing dangerous levels. momentum. The new Clean Air Act days the western plains experienced in 
These are astonishing facts, but regulates the amounts of emmisions a the 1930’s: a world without color or 

there’s more. The damage of acid rain power plant can eject to a level that the creativity; a world of gray indefinite 
reaches far beyond the shores of the lakes Environmental Protection Agency and the shapes. Now place yourself in the latter 
and streams. The acid in the rains flows Particular state’s legislature deem within conditions. Is acid rain going to be the 
through the soil and chemically liberates _ the limits of safety. Power plants begining —_ end of our environment? 
thousands of particles of metals, such as construction from now on will have to be 

aluminum and mercury. Highly toxic 

combinations of these and other elements 
seep through the soil, to the roots of trees 
and plants, cutting off their supply of food So You’ve Made It Through 
and in effect strangling them. The rain 
itself attacks the et the plants and Four Years eee Now What??? 
trees, stripping them of their protective . . . . 
outer layer and critically damaging the A new Job, anew city, and for the first time a need to make 

photosynthesis processes. In a study done serious financial decisions. 
concerning the effects of acid rain on We are specialists just like you. Our expertise is in assisting 
vegatation by Hubert W. Vogelmann, young professionals in the myriad of financial decisions they 

chairman of the botany department at the face. 
University of Vermont, the changes in the Our job is to streamline and disseminate information for our 
environment were measured for twenty clients, define goals and set forth a strategy to attain those 

years. At the end of this time Mr. Vogel- goals. 

mann commented, “(Twenty years ago) Resource Financial Group is a total financial planning 
the trees were luxuriant, the forest was organization specializing in work with engineering 
fragrant, and a walk among the conifers professionals. Currently we work with more than 2,000 
gave one a feeling of serenity. But you engineers nationwide. 

wouldn’t believe it today. The forest is The direction you take this year will lay the groundwork for 
collapsing. It looks like somebody the next forty. Take the first step in attaining your goals — 
dropped a bomb up there.” Nearly half call us: 

eae ee jin the region d primer Contact Thomas A. Haunty, Robert T. Conrardy or William R. 
forest of the mid-1960’s is now one of the Casey for a free, no obligation initial consultation. 

naked dried up tree skeletons. Studies Ty 
also show that acid rain has a devastating q a : 
effect on sugar maples, walnut, and apple a Resource Financial Group 
trees, putting quite a few wood products RFG 4610 University Ave. Suite 1320 
industries in danger. Madison, W153705 

‘ : (608) 231-1400 
However, there is a glimmer of hope. A>. 

New research projects are leading to ways | 
of combatting our “environmental AIDS”. Securities Offered Through Consolidated Resources, Inc. Member NASD, SIPC 

As public awareness increases the move 
towards a cleaner atmosphere is gaining 
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The Love Canal 
CESSES oe ea] 

began experiencing illnesses, most ac- river, and although each source dis- 
by Clement Audu companied by headaches, not long after charges chemical wastes below the max- 

noticing the leaks. This time, the state | imum limit allowed, the sum of all sixty 
health board decided to investigate as to discharges exceeds the limit. It should One of the main tragedies in the whether there was any connection be- also be noted that eighty percent of the 

disposal of hazardous wastes has been the tween _ the reported illnesses and the — inflow into Lake Ontario comes from the 
incident at the Love Canal waste dump, chemical leaks. The state health board Niagara River. Consequently, it is the 
which resulted in health and psychologi- did find relations between the two. Due communities around Lake Ontario that 
cal problems, as well as the relocation of — to the seriousness of the incident, Presi- Will with time experience the effects of 
hundreds of people. dent Carter and Governor Cuomo of New Chemical contamination of the Niagara 

Consider a brief history of the Love York met on this issue, and 239 houses _ River. 
Canal. In the 1890's William T. Love, a were listed as being in a danger zone, Chemical contamination has affected 
wealthy man decided he would construct _ requiring the evacuation of the residents. the residents physically psychologically 
a canal upstream of the Niagara Falls, Mass hysteria developed among the Nd socially. Liver and kidney problems 
harness th power from the flow and residents living around the boundaries of | have been reported. But most notable subsequently release the flow back into the danger zone. Due to their close Were the many complaints about head- 
the Niagara River downstream of the falls. proximity to the danger zone, they were aches. Other medical complications 
Construction of the canal began, but by uncertain as to how much they had also might not be evident for many years since 
the time the canal was one mile inland been contaminated. These residents were  S°me of the carcinogenic chemicals that and 100 feet wide, William Love had intially informed that they were safe, only leaked out give rise to illnesses with long 
exhausted his funds and had to abandon to be later told that they too would need tency periods. Psychological _ effects 
the project, without realizing that his to be relocated. Between 800 and 1000 “@su!t from the uncertainty and worry by misfortune was in future to become that of houses were included in this second 
hundreds of people as well. Many fami- danger zone. But not all the residents in 
lies built homes around the edges of the the danger zones agreed to relocate. A 
canal as they were quite scenic at.that few, notably the elderly and poor, elected eee 
time. to remain behind in their old homes, 

risking further chemical contamination. 

The frightening reality of the Love Chemical contamination has affect- Canal episode is the fact that there are 100 h id hysicall h pounds of dioxin buried somewhere © t e resi ents p' ysically, psycho- 
underneath the canal. One hundred does _ logically and socially. 

About ten years ago many residents not seem like much until one considers 
noticed strange liquids seeping out that the LCL (lowest lethal concentration) 
of their basements and walls. for humans is 3x10 -9 moles per kg! 

Also important to note is that Hyde Park 
es § —=aNdfill, which is close to Love Canal, has 

2000 pounds of dioxin buried there, 
which makes the area very unsafe as the 
dioxin leaches out into the water supplies _ the residents as to how contaminated they 

of surrounding communities. are, what kind of ailments they may 
Many years later, Hooker Electro- Love Canal and Hyde Park landfills | contract, and how long they might live. chemical Co. (now Occidental Chemicals) are not the only land fills around the The social complications of the Love 

bought the canal and converted it to a Niagara area. There are an estimated 200 | Canal incident were manifested in di- waste dump, using it for Many years. waste dump sites in Niagara and Erie  vorces, loneliness, and loss of friends and 
After the canal was relatively full of Counties alone. Also included are two _ ‘elatives. School enrollments dropped wastes, Occidental filled and covered it licensed dump sites in the Niagara area sharply as many families relocated else- 
(land reclamation) and sold the “new” which by being licensed, have attracted where. A church had to close down land to the local school board which built fazardous wastes from GatiOUs parts of because all its members had left. The 
a school on the land. But about ten years the Us. Although hi-tech disposal meth- social fabric of the area around the Love 
ago many residents noticed strange liq- ods and processes are employed in these Canal was destroyed. The few remaining 
uids seeping out of their basements and __ licensed sites, their safety record will be behind had to contend with living in a 
walls. The local health board was called __ tested with time. virtual ghost town. 
in to investigate, but it informed the Not only the lands around Niagara The Love Canal episode is one of the 
residents that there was no real cause for Falls are contaminated, but the Niagara worst known cases of inadequate contain- 
alarm, as the board believed the leaks River is also affected. There are sixty ment and disposal of hazardous waste. 
were rather harmless. Many residents points of entry of chemical wastes into the | However, there are numerous other haz- 

(continued on 21) 
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Alumni News 
LE NSN IT RTT NE] 

. « within the company. When he joined the A: “With the car there are a lot of 
by Tim Cartwright company, automobiles had relatively few pollutants. Arsenic and things like that 

Randy A. Rusch, a graduate from the ¢l€ctronic devices compared to today’s entering the environment could be catas- 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, re-  C2"S:_ The demand and need for more trophic. | would say that my management ceived a bachelor degree in Applied < Tein was increasing, ze Delco had 
Math- Engineering Physics in May 1974, the resouces to become a leader. To date, 

and he obtained a masters in Electrical Randy has Ber with ie wortine’ ee _ 
Computers two years later. Rusch said his ice years am 4 nea a working? wit — , 
interest in engineering was sparked in first eihe WE ee atom . 
grade when President John F. Kennedy ne WE asked Randy the following 
announced the start of a space program questions: y 
that would put a man on the moon. & wher do you fect your asnipany Cpt, 2 

has accomplished towards reversing the if 
ill-effects of industry on the environment? {| _— _f 

—_— 

"1 would give a ten to one preference A: “I think that we have always had AL U M N T 
to someone who has co-op _ those (problems with the environment). 
expérience:” Even before the Industrial Revolution we N E | / S 

Pi . had disease just from the horse manure in AN 
the streets and things like that. There 
VE always been problems no matter 
what mode of transportation and living is d0es not just pay a lib service to ‘don’t put 

Growing up in near by Fort Atkinson, _ in state. | think that as the population and _bad things into the streams and rivers’. It 
Randy furthered these interests by attend- the number of cars grew, pollution is beyond lib service, to the point where ing the university and challenging himself became greater. | really do believe it is a We have to go to training on a monthly against the best students in the state. problem. | am not Opposed to the pollu- basis. There is a true commitment from 
Once on campus, he busied himself with —_ tion devices we have put on (to cars). It’s |'™Y Company. We have to live here as schoolwork, employment and IEEE. The — one of those things where, when we're Well.” 
ec to continue on towards a masters challenged, engineers can meet the Q: Do you have any advice to give to egree was benifical to him as he received challenge.” dents? 

many employment offers after graduation. . stuidents: 

A: “There are two things | wish would 
have done (when | was in school). | tried 

push Ch . to get through college with no debts, so | 
RANDY A. y 4 Randy has been with Delco for nine had alot of part-time jobs. As | look back, 
CLASS oF “T years and is currently working with _ if! had the chance to do it again, | would 

YQ IC processing and wafer fabrication. have become more involved in organiza- 
tions, groups and things like that. | would 

He accepted an offer from the Delco have also become more involved the 
Division of General Motors. According to co-op program. Today, | would give a ten 

Randy, this decision was influenced by a to one employment preference to some- 
high school hobbie of tinkering with cars Q: What steps does your company take ~~ one who has done a co-op with us or 
and also a tremendous growth potential —_in combating pollution? another company.” 

(SESS RS SSSR RR RSE 

(continued from 20) 

ardous waste dump sites which are poten- persons with great scientific and techno- ' live rin tre fear a ae cecld vem tial “time bombs” waiting to unleash logical expertise as well as much foresight present ee there tle me \" Y 
suffering on surrounding communities. and compassion for humanity, ought to well provide the next “Love Canal”. 
No amount of monetary compensation is be given the task of designing effective 
enough to make up for the medical, and efficient hazardous waste disposal , . . . 
psychological and social horrors of vic- systems. Until such effective and efficient Information for this article provided 
tims of such incidents. As such, only systems are devéloped, we must continue _ by Prof. DeWitt, IES Dept., UW Madison. 
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e 
e Research Literature: |Seekand 

the Inside Scoop Find 
iii i i | | an mEnnAn NT ET | 

by Pat Davidson by Charles Spengler 

Does it ever seem like you keep reading the same sentences when reading your This is the engineers word search! 
textbooks or research articles? Many times they are vague and you are never quite clear Goodluck. 
as to what they are alluding. | recently got the inside story from my thermodynamics 
TA. He gave me a paper that will help all of us the next time we start reading those Digital,IBM, computer, railroads, chip, 

heavily foot-noted fifty page chapters. So here goes... triangles, engineer, tripods, disk, trifids, 

: Hook’s_ Law(hookslaw), who, _ friction, 
Keys to the Reading of the Research Literature doctor, matrixes, rocky, algebra, horror, 
ITEM REALLY MEANS differential, thermal, equation, expansion, 

——  —_ RX-—,|!|_ ] shuttle, fuel cell(fuelcell), dorm 

1. Typical results are shown The best results are shown. food(dormfood), letters, science, time, 
lab, Young’s Modulus(youngsmodulus), 

2. It has long been known that | haven't bothered to look up the stress, strain, force, area, harmonic, tor- 

original references. sion, cross products(crossproducts), fun, 

3. ... of great theoretical and practical _ Interesting to me. all, work, and, no, play, makes, johnny, a 

importance. dull(adull), boy 

4. While it has not been possible to The experiment didn’t work but | 
prove and provide definite answers to figured | could get a publication. DIiGITALRETUPMOCGHMEST 

these questions. O'1RREAAFQNIOHWSHUTTLE 

f CLSLSWISUAGMSTRAINDITE 
5. The system was chosen especially The fellow in the next lab had already TADKSATRAELIEEMCAPRSA 

the predicted behavior. made the system up. OBNREINFTAL GNMRESTFGL 

6. Three of the samples were chosen for The results of the other samples didn’t | RNAORSEOISACEEAI NT EGs 

detailed study. make sense. DOUWTKRRORDOEBETS | BMW 

OIMFSOECNEICSLRRROTGH 
7... accidentally strained during Dropped on the floor. OTKCEOFERTADSPLAYI EWwD 

meunungs ECT RUN FHY TD GTUSNLUXBA 
8. ...handled with extreme care Not dropped on the floor. MITORSILONETHVEN!INGPER 

throughout the experiment. RRWSDADULLFELKHSCHTAES 
OFISFWORDSMAOCAYBENME 

9. Agreement with the predicted curve DISPHORRORNISOINGSSIL 

58 NTHRALLROADSISPRDDIUG 
excellent fair ZZYOUNG@SMODULUSOIEOLN 

good poor 1Si DNCERLYAPPOPFLI NGA 

satisfactory doubtful ESBUUTIFYOUDOLINTLIKI 
fair imaginary EI TCTHATS TOURRGHGOIWR 

10. It is generally believed that... A couple of other guys think so too. GFG&TERTUYHKTTASWIBNDT 
DFGSDIFHGLTRITPADSSTG 

11. It is clear that much work will be I don’t understand it. 
required before a complete O 
understanding... —. 

“~t SE ee 
12. Unfortunately, a quantitative theory Neither does anybody else. ag} 

to account for these results formulated. ar =r |° 

LENA 
13. Thanks are due to Joe Glotz for the Glotz did the experiment and Doe 4 e CS 2 

assistance with the experiment and to Dr. _ explained what it meant. \o psi CR & 

Doe for valuable discussion. (al a > 6 ve et 

Keep these in mind the next time you would like to know what the author is really ~s a 2 
saying. Seek and you will find. 
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Enai ii 
ngineering Briefs 

{EST seen Gn ODT UE] 

compiled by Nicholas Denissen for learning technical Japanese. The planning, and delivery through the use of 

Chemical Engineering Department believes it is important for systems engineering techniques and tech- 

The daveloperiient of anew Chem students to have the oppertunity to learna nology. The faculty consists mainly of 

cal Engineering Bioseparations Laborato- skill that is that is in increasing demand by _ Industrial Engineering Department s facul- 

ry, under the direction of Prof. Lightfoot corporations. In addition, Professor Daub ty, but also includes an array of faculty 

should provide a basis Hee improved is undergoing research in issues in the and staff from economics, business, jour- 

teaching, service, and research and add dialogue between science: and theology, 
new dimensions to the department's pees ee the need for people 
already significant activity in this impor- social ponte ae apeeihier ih solving the 
tant area. The laboratory will be aspecial-  Currentl Gah Mee! propiems We are 
ized unit operations facility designed for Profescar oe eichen Schoff is also 
undergraduate and graduate teachingand Conducting research involvi - 
as a service facility for local industry. It : e te VONINE. COMMUN! 

will also serve as a source of data for the cations. She is researching the designiot 

ongoing research in bioseparations. Mee ott ea seiaitats 4) 

Kee) Heevel fia Baa ‘omen Inelsatis settings. In egg 9 this, she 
: : ass is working on operators and service 

hats wil te Ee te seu of manuals for all kinds of products. ; 

protein fractionation by high performance Metallurgical and Mineral Engineering 
liquid chromatography, membrane-based Professor Y. Austin Chang, Chairman 

separations, and selective dissolution and of the department, Is extensively involved 
precipitation. The department's first ap- researching applications of the principles | 
plication is expected to be the fractiona- of physical chemistry to materials of nalism and mass communications, politi- 
tion of crude ligninases in sufficient technological importance. This includes cal science, sociology, psychology, 

volume to support the current research studying the effects of magnetic interac- —_ edidemiology, and health administration. 

program on enzymatic pulping at the U.S. fon fou the low-temperature phase They have an impressive record of re- 
Forest Products Laboratory in Madison. equilibria of iron alloys; battery alloys of search accomplishments, such as the 

Agricultural Engineering lead with small amounts of other elements development of a computer-based suicide 

The Department of Agricultural Engi- such as tin, calcium, selenium, tellurium, detection system which predicts whether 

neering has hired three new faculty etc.; defect structures of chalcogenides; or not a patient is suicidal, a study of 
ineribers during thé past Year Roger low-temperature oxidation of low-melting information needs of mental health policy 

Tormoehlen is working in the area of farm alloys for electronic devices; interaction makers, a study of the role of state 

safety education and will be working with of structural materials with sulfur and government policy in health promotion, 
rural residents throughout Wisconsin to OXY8N at high temperatures; phase and an emergency medical services 
improve’safety awareness, David Kammel equilibria of II-VI and III-V binaries and of evaluation project. Their current research 

has been hired as an Extension Specialist. ternary metal-oxygen systems; COMmMULEE is in patient management and policy, and 

Dr. Kammel has begun a research project graphics in representing ternary phage health care policy. 
designed to reduce stray voltage problems olaerams: This. research 2 cate? out BY. Energy Research (Applied Superconduc- 

on dairy farms. Kevin Shinners has as- experimental Investigastions with tho- tivity Center) . 
sumed a teaching and research position in eretical modeling and computer calcula- The Applied Superconductivity pro- 
the power and machinery area of Agricul- on di tcc iomedical gram was founded about 12 years ago at 
tural Engineering. Dr. Shinners has con- plome: ical Engineering (Biomedical En- University of Wisconsin. Their research 

ducted research in the area of forage gineering Center) . involves applications in which the disap- 
harvesting. ; The application of problem solving pearance of all electrical resistance is 

The Agricultural Engineering Depart- skills of the engineer to problems in vital. This mainly includes magnetic field 

ment recently received a grant to update medicine and biology is the concern of devices and Josephson logic and quantum 

laboratory equipment in its Power and biomedical research. Computerized _ effect devices. The faculty are from Engi- 
Machinery Laboratory. Funds will be tomographic imaging system and the neering Mechanics, Nuclear, Metallurgi- 

used to modernize undergraduate labora- implantable pacemaker are some of their cal and Mineral, Mechanical, Chemical, 
tory equipment and to purchase data recent developments. The Biomedical and Electrical and Computer Engineering. 

processing equipment for the laboratory. Engineering Center (BMEC) serves as the They are funded by the United States 
Général Ensinesst focal point for collaboration in biomedical Department of Energy, the Wisconsin 

Professar Ewen ED engineering. = Electric Utilities Research Foundation, the 
General Engineer a . Daub, of the The University’s Center for Health National Science Foundation and the 

: 1g Department, is cur- Systems Research and Analysis (CHSRA) Electric Power Research Institute at $1.6 
rently doing research involving strategies | was founded to improve health policy, million a year. 
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TECHNOCH OCS | 

; Solve the puzzle and win a prize! The TB] Uys ya KS 7 c]sP]9 YJio Jil Q i2 KIS AYLa zy 
first two readers submitting correct solu- a 
tions to the Wisconsin Engineer office will = - ss = = : R TT RT8 a) 21-0227 X]2IO] B/25 0}26 s 
be awarded a prize worth $12.00. pe Bite . P| 

The grid that looks like a crossword ede esas 
puzzle will be a quote from a book once  *P° U)st W)B2 B/33° S134 MISS 6/36 U)37 1b 
all the letters are filled in correctly. It reads 
across only, with black squares separating |42 43 Alay AS (4g B47 [he Hag” E50 ey § a2 Raa Bisa 
the w ell 
you w to [55 4]56 C/s7 @se ¥ 59 S160 Kyler 63 Blea 4 66 Nley Tles x 

solve he 
quote; 79 « 71 J|72 xX 73, Ul74 FI75 Tl76 2177 Ni78 Lj79 Biso0 Q/81 T 

S he 

blan ch gz ses xlea “las Nise cle7 Rlae clas vloo P|9i loz a 93 N94 T 95 D 
letter he 

puzz Ou 56 Mb? ~¥|98 Uls9 Tlioo J|io1 x}io2 ¥ 103 F}104 T|105 ZJ106 ¥|107 ¢|108 Al1o9 |i10 q 
kno' lds: 

a8 re- faa Ohi2 Ghis This ¢ his Shie Qhi7 Zhis Ofi9 chzo 4fizi Kk 22 L123 ¥fi24 S 
veal ick- 

war the 25 Bh h27 Rh2s Ch2a Th3o Th31 2 32 C33 4/134 1135 V 136 L137 U 

grid. itle 
of the book from which the quote is taken 38 Lh39 Wh4o Jhal Sha2 Zz h43 Tha4 J 45 Rise Qli47 B 48 Pfi49 Fiiso Y 

is embedded in the first letters of the 

Ce ee | 
/ “the Ce 

A. Chemistry basics 
Ios 55° 158 174 27 IS 43 92 

B. Sort of wastes eliminated 
by kidneys 63. 79 Iol 166 194 125 147 ISI 24 55 «dT 

C. Milwaukee employer 
. a Iz8 3 196 193 179 132 II4 180 107 IS 162 189 153 56° TIT 

D. Risky; highly uncertain ft Bo" IST 95 3 
E. Short messages 

28 69 32 46 83 

F. Worst part of a semester 
T49 74 I76 154 10S 

G. Julius Caesar's last words 
(3 wds., Latin) T7I 57 88 39 159 8 7 12 35 

H. Surname of two Scottish 
polar explorers I0- 163 Iss 48— 

I. Dwarfed 
I7Z T30 7 70 186 97 134 

24 
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by Paul A. Stone 
During a recent excursion into the attic above the WISCONSIN ENGINEER office | came accross an old, dust covered trunk. Visions 
of lost treasures flashed through my mind. Upon opening it, | was not disappointed: _ | found a set of bound volumes of the 

WISCONSIN ENGINEER dating back to it’s conception in 1896. In this and future issues of the WE, I'd like to share some of these "pages 

of the past” with you. _ It’s interesting to note the type of things engineers were concerned with almost 100 years ago! So here it goes; lets take a look at our beginnings: the WISCONSIN ENGINEER - Volume 1, Number 1, June, 1896: r 
4 (continued on 26) 
Se , 

J. Big rock envisioned 
Kubrick Py a5 TIT 104 144 & 140 59° 100 

K. Burnt residues 
Iz- 177 60 Id” 120 

L. First nuclear-powered sub 
136 122 I87 138 167 37 178 78~ 

M. Ill 
I0Z 96 84 3a 

N. Texas NASA center 
T9z 93" 66 40 ISI 8 77 

oOo. " is found lying with 
Bee tee ane (3 wds.;, Deut. II8 25° 185 I09 21 TIT 

P. Skin eruptions 
ee Ts 90 8 

Q. Dee rofound he Tae 23" 126 BU- IT- 
R. Water pipeline 

B87 52 169 173 127 160 IT 145 

S. Both payeiae and deceased 
(3 wds. I98 41° 82 33 «T4l 124 A ST «C55 TIS 

T. Farm product of Idaho (2 
wds. ) 94 104 67 99 I29 170 75 152 2 IIS 143 AF BIC 2 

U. Pertaining to atmosphere 25 
to 250 miles overhead 30 137 3% I8II9 Wert 73 5 9S IT 

V. Fabric joint 
135 175 47 29~ 

W. Shindig; blowout 
” Tes 5d 3-139 

X. A French engineer's magnum 
opus (2 wds.) =z 68 182 72 83 6 65 190 195 IOI 22— 

Y. Like warm honey or old brie 
I50 9 97 123 58— 

Z. Bestows; delivers 
T4Z 62 II7 76 I3I 

Zy. Left out 
I20 16 64 II0 105 184 GI 133 

Z5. Tear apart 
2 re 50- We 9 It 
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(continued from 25) 

Qi 2a. a2. > 3 
Sonn GUAETRALE at £HEn OTODENTE OF —Y cl OD 

THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. E — 6 h0Um™™CUG pt is 

Vol. 1. Madison, Wis., June, 1896. Nos. | : _ cS fx — a 

—— = « pay ea e 
BOARD OF EDITORS: ee ih : 

E. C. Benn, '96, Editor-in-Chief, ae ee eB ga Fe 
B. D. FranKENFIELD, B. 8. 95. LLEewELiyn Owen, ’97, oD eo col egpep n! aes 2 ‘ a i 

A. L. Gopparp, 96, C. M. Kurrz, 97, i i 22a ll nee a. Ss | ! Ae 

J. H. Perxins, ’96, ALLARD Sirs, ’98, i Ae on 5 Sia SR ine % : 

W. F. MacGreaor, ’97, M. H. SprnpieEr, ’98, i pale 6) es ca ZS . : 

iness Manager. | ee ae i Se A \ es a winks 

ess Manager. — sm oe a0 — Bs ———,. | 

— eT Oe eeepc 
—= "| _ we nr a 

a oe ole | 
Wi gineer comes out for its ne as 

trial t lism. While, as with any PHYSICAL LECTURE ROOM. 

new ftments will no doubt be ie Fhyslol,Lactare Room sontany ‘hry a. to aonetoons, ihe erat 
foun rds of encouragement re- _-—‘madert,The Nighi rs connected ith peru, Fis lever, abe utd 
ceive tion of this number, have __<aH,be fegated to any david degen of ‘ligt tmachinery There azz sumerut 
led ul an interested and friendly gS OF aera doves. heen make this an ideal lecture room. 

insp 

It has for so e of many students and 

alumni of the College of Mechanics and Engineering that they = a 
. A sae : Ko > ST rr 

might have a representative among the periodicals issued by tech- i We .o | Poe | 
nical schools of the country; and that, if possible, they might take, a ee : - | 
as an institution, some more active part in the dissemination of : oe a ng a y 

engineering knowledge and experience. It is the aim of this pasa di Ta eed wi | | 

journal to fill that’ want in so far as it may be able. It is desired ; a i. - ; | 

more especially to make known the results of original investiga- 5 a | 

tions by students and others connected with the University and : : Ve } | 

to publish communications of general interest from graduates who My i Peed . | / 

are engaged in the practice of their profession. From time to time | ae ri : | | 

will appear short notices of matters of unusual interest connected NG a fe “ | i 

with the University, and space will also be allotted to alumni notes. ‘e <a | ae gk | i 2s = 7 | 

Let it not be understood from this that our pages will be restricted : ee _ id fa ated Ce k : i 

entirely to the use of those connected with the University. Ar- 7i™sssssssssiee ( py i - i 

ticles of merit will be gladly received from any who may see fit | Roe . : een | 

to cohtribute. A general index to periodical engineering litera- | ( _ co 1) 

ture is designed to be a special feature of the magazine. Our | : as MS | 

reasons for undertaking this work will be given more in detail in | — Ei a + 

the introduction to that department. Se cease ESOARD MAR ENG. O EN 

The loyalty of our alumni and students to “Old Wisconsin” is Woop sHoP. 

proverbial and it is,hoped that this publication may still further are, Wood Shop te tn the second story being elementary, conslating of earpenter 
. achine Shop. There are Y- work, turning and later 

abrongflien lke leling-of Trethedhood amione SABE ad Diove 8 Fe Rie Sk vara eee acicac a ae rue os source of mutual benefit, while at the same time contributing ber of benches so that sixty-four students Blue prints of all the exerclued are (ur, 
something of interest to the profession at large. Dacia Tisle ange DeaentGGiMeee: (ee aan DUNG? (Eni fie students) are required to 
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Engineer’s Library 

Nucl War: th i iti uclear War: the Grim Realities 
LE 

by John Hilgers 
BE 

Today, nearly everyone is has an le a 

opinion about nuclear arms control and ZA Se a 

nuclear war. There is much debate as to penn Bo a ae > 

whether civil defense should have been Sp = ie a 

discontinued and how much good it CF ee = 

would have been had there been a Z = g 

nuclear war. oO 0 “o] Oe § 

"The Effects of Nuclear Weapons” y ol qq ae 100 SY = 

published by the United States Atomic le 0 oo We LSS SSS 2 
Energy Commission in 1962 is a book | = EES ses POI POr> a 

which answers these questions. While ~ ae — & 

finding a copy of this work may be 
difficult, it may well be worth your time. to the height. A surface or “dirty” burst is structures, transportation, utilities, and 

Even though this book is twenty years old, _ (as the name implies) both highly radioac- — communication and predicts their usea- 
it was published after most of the U.S. _ tive and close to the ground. It is defined _ bility after a nuclear burst. 

above ground nuclear testing was done, as a nuclear detonation which is close The next topic is radiation. A nuclear 

and it will give the reader a fairly good enough to the ground to suck a significant device releases a substantial amount of 

understanding of the short term effects of | amount of debris into the fireball. Here nuclear radiation in a burst. The nuclear 

a nuclear burst. they are mixed with radioactive residue radiation has a much more limited range 
from the reaction. The relatively large size than. the destructive thermal radiation. 

ee of the debris causes them eric cach Most persons receiving a fatal dose of 

quickly and this forms ar Sick, - nuclear radiation are killed by the thermal 

radiation ao an TE company and pit ei ne thermal eae is 

The book will give the reader a fairly “cleaner” because fallout must be formed oof careniy-five: rites henna trent ‘stance 

good understanding of the short term —_ from particles already in the atmosphere: ign bomb. YESS 

effects of a nuclear burst. usually water molecules (rain) or dust. 

The lack of debris also causes the fallout ee 

to remain in the atmosphere long enough 

—_—__akre_eeee = for some of the more unstable isotopes to . . 

break down into safe elements. The The book describes in great detail 

Each section of the book is divided remainder of the residue is scattered over the predicted damage to housing, 

into two sections. The first section deals a large area, and its effect is greatly industrial structures, commercial and 

with the concepts of the topic, contains —_ reduced. administrative structures, transporta- 

many interesting pictures and illustrations, tion, utilities, and communication. 
and is written for the general reader. The 
second section is devoted to the scientific 
aspects of the topic and may be omitted ————_—— 

without loss of continuity. The scientific 7 5 

aspects section is often empirical and A surface or —dirty— burst is both The last and probably most far reach- 

deals with many equations and graphs. highly radioactive and close to the ing problem is the effect of fallout. Both 

This makes it easier to get a general ground. worldwide and local fallout are discussed 

overview and still be able to get specific in detail along with the impact of stronti- 

information on subjects of particular um-90 fallout. Strontium-90 is treated by 

interest. a § — te body as calcium and is stored in the 

The report starts with a general de- bones. 

scription of nuclear devices and then Many long range problems are cov- 

deals with the differences between nu- There are also high altitude, under- ered in the book, but the more modern 

clear and conventional explosions. Fol ground, shallow and deep water blasts theories such as a nuclear winter or a 

lowing the description of the process of _ which are covered in detail. Next the air nuclear ice age are not considered. “The 

energy release in fission and fusion reac- blast and shock wave are covered. The Effects of Nuclear Weapons” is still a great 

tions is an explanation of the different book describes in great detail the predict- introduction for further reading on the 

types of detonations. . 4 ed damage to housing, industrial struc- subject of nuclear weapons and their 
The types of detonations are related tures, commercial and administrative effect on our society. 
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Ascend 
Reaching new heights of achievement 

in the business world requires a special 
alliance. An alliance of people — whether 
management, technical or administrative 
— working together to bring out their best. 
This is the type of relationship Anheuser- 
Busch has always maintained. 

Because of this, we’ve grown from a 

local brewery to an international corpora- 
tion. Our holdings now encompass 
everything from snack foods to theme parks 
to transportation. 

Talented people sustain our upward 
momentum. They take pride in exceeding 
previous levels of accomplishment and rise 
to every challenge with a single minded 
determination to succeed. They have a 
commitment to quality that makes 
excellence their standard. J 

Their rewards? Intriguing assignments. 
Stimulating work environment. Tangible 
recognition. And the opportunity to reach 
for the stars. 

If you are about to receive your BSEE or 

BSME, and you have the potential to ascend 
above the ordinary, team up with 
Anheuser-Busch. Send your resume to: 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES, INC.; b. 

Corporate Employment; College Relations; “Wa 
One Busch Place; St. Louis, Missouri 63118. FLAN 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. a) ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES
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ag _ «i ne) Dickson, Georgia Tech ‘83, Major Appliance Business Group, General Electgig Company 
o as a _ dil 

Sound like sci fi? It's as close as If you're fascinated by robotics, the 

your first career move. Because at —_new frontier is happening at GE. 
Ce our ut une C GE, we're already using robots like We not only design, build and sell 

these, for jobs that require decision robotic systems — we're using them 
Thr ough t the Eyes as much as precision. in bold, new ways. Robots are an 

_ integral part of GE manufacturing 
f Ri bh t When GE adds vision capability to processes, for everything from 

0 a 0 0 lasers and off line programming, lightbulbs to locomotives. 
robotics takes a giant leap forward. 

Just on the horizon are GE sight- So consider your future through 
Lisa Dickson does! She's helping equipped robots that guide the eyes of today’s most exciting 
GE create tomorrows robot sys- themselves through intricate laser technologies. If you're that rare 
tems. With “smart” robots thatcan welding. What next? Tactile sensor __ individual whose excellence is 
actually see, touch, and sense heat pads to enhance GE robots with driven by the power of imagination, 

5 or cold. “Adaptive” robots that can super-human dexterity. And youll find room with a view at GE. 
5 < measure how well they're doing a computer brains for “trouble- 
S 8 © Job, or reprogram themselves in shooting” robots whose thought 1h you can dream it 
5 s Z 3 moments to take on new processes come close to human dl * 
a = <3 assignments. intuition! you can a0 It 
oo 5s 

pu 2es 
zZ5a2a General Electric is an equal opportunity employer. &®B A registered trademark of General Electric Company.
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